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A. Description of Process 
 

A.1. Background 

 

Regional Teams were the centerpiece of the project.  They were formed based upon the premise 

that local involvement is crucial in applying science to community water quality and water 

quantity problems successfully.  A series of eight meetings were planned to build trust, engage 

community pride, develop a common understanding of water resource issues and their 

relationship to identified problems, provide an opportunity for local prioritization of issues, and 

enhance participant dedication to eventual implementation. 

 

The entire watershed was divided into Team areas that were selected based upon municipal 

boundaries and similar land features, including overall land use, housing density, lot size, open 

space, recreational uses, transportation corridors, and water related infrastructure.  Figure III.A-1 

illustrates the Regional Team boundaries. 

 

The Teams were comprised of nearly 65 representatives from the District’s local governments, 

organizations and citizens;  each team was unique.  As a result, the issues that were discussed, 

identified and prioritized were different for each Team.  The number of meetings held for 

different Regional Teams differed, depending upon each Team’s pace. 
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At the recommendation of several Team members, an “All Teams” meeting was held on October 

23, 2001.  Members from each of the nine teams met each other, exchanged experiences and 

concerns, and participated in a discussion regarding the schedule of the public participation 

process.  Participants reviewed a brief summary of selected survey responses.  While Team 

issues were fairly diverse, there were many common concerns including lake water quality, 

wetland impacts and in-stream erosion and sedimentation.  It was anticipated that Team members 

would initiate and participate in city and township board and key committee project briefings in 

the final the stage of the Regional Team process. 

 

The Regional Team (RT) process consisted of an eight meeting sequence (Table III.A-1) where 

the project background was presented, issues and concerns were defined and prioritized, 

management approaches were formalized, and results were prepared for submittal to the MCWD 

for its consideration.  The team meetings were facilitated by Diane Lynch of Lynch and 

Associates, and technical input was provided by various members of Emmons and Olivier 

Resources (EOR) environmental consultants, including Christa Bren, Pat Conrad, Tony DeMars, 

Gary Oberts, Cecilio Olivier, Andrea Plevan, and Jodi Polzin, in addition to Steve McComas of 

Blue Water Science.  Liaison with the District was provided by Jim Hafner. 

 

Table III.A-1 
Regional Team Meeting Sequence 

Meeting Number Topics 

1 Introduction to hydrology and water quality 
2 Modeling approach 
3 Develop list of water resource issues and concerns 
4 Prioritize water resource issues/concerns and create a matrix for outcomes and 

performance standards 
5 Discuss Best Management Practices to assist in problem alleviation 

and minimization 
6 Select BMPs and incorporate in a draft implementation plan 
7 Review draft implementation plan 
8 Adopt final implementation plan and formalize recommendations for the 

MCWD 
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The first two meetings were used to present background material for the RT members to acquire 

some knowledge of the project and some technical details.  Meetings 3 through 8 then captured 

the issues and concerns of both the RT members and those identified during technical review and 

modeling, prioritized them, looked ahead to desired outcomes and goals, and, finally, proposed a 

management approach for the MCWD Board of Managers to consider.  The process involved in 

meetings 3 through 8 is graphically presented in Figure III.A-2.   
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Figure III.A-2 
Regional Team Implementation Plan Development Process 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The recommendations from each RT were compiled for the MCWD for its consideration in its 

overall watershed management approach.  Figure III.A-3 illustrates the steps that follow the RT 

submittal of its recommendations, using the Painter Creek watershed as an example.  

Recommendations from all of the Regional Teams that cover portions of the Painter Creek 

watershed (RTs 4, 8, and 9 in this case) were combined into one set of recommendations for 

Painter Creek.  These results and recommendations are contained in Volume IV. Watershed 

Modeling and Discussion of this report.  
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Figure III.A-3 
Incorporation of Regional Team Recommendations into MCWD Basin-Wide Management: 

Painter Creek Watershed Example 
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A.2.  Identification and Prioritization of Issues and Concerns 

 

Meeting #3 in the series of RT meetings (Figure III.A-2) was devoted to definition of issues by 

both the technical team and the RT members.  This meeting began with a summary of technical 

findings that emerged from the modeling for both water quantity and quality issues.  These issues 

were discussed and the Team was urged to think about issues and concerns they had with water 

resources in the watershed. 

 

Next, the Team was asked to identify any issue or concern they had, and the facilitator and 

technical consultant captured the statements via a dot placed on the map of the watershed.  The 

Team was urged to think about the whole watershed rather than just the portion covered by the 

RT.  This was encouraged to get a more holistic basin approach as part of the thought process.  

Each point noted on the map was digitized into the GIS Database given to the MCWD.  As the 

Regional Team meeting process proceeded, additional issues and concerns were added to the list.  

Through discussions at these meetings, these issues were often modified and generalized.  

Therefore, the original list of issues and concerns generated during meeting 3 (and digitized into 

the database) was not always the same as the final list. 

 

Following the identification of issues and concerns, RT members were asked to prioritize the 

issue as a high, medium, or low priority.  They based the priorities on a list of criteria that they 

first developed for the purpose of establishing the priorities.  Team members were then asked 

what their desired goal would be for the future if the issues were addressed properly.  These 

statements were realistic expectations also reflective of the criteria used for priority setting. 

 

The goals set the stage for discussion of possible management approaches.  Numerous 

management alternatives were listed for the Team members to select an approach they thought 

would work.  The list of alternatives came from suggestions that emerged during the discussion 

process and from other ideas from the technical consultant and facilitator.   Along with each of 

the selected options is a recommendation for who should be among the partners implementing 

the action, and under what time frame it should be implemented.  The “Who” entry identifies 

MCWD as one of the partners in essentially every case.  This does not mean that the District is 
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the principal implementing entity, but rather that it should participate as a partner to assure that 

watershed interests are well represented.   

 

The result of the RT process is the development of a management strategy that lays out a set of 

actions that the MCWD could take to address the issues and concerns within the various 

watersheds.  The process outlined in Figures III.A-2 and III.A-3 was used to formalize a series of 

suggestions for consideration by the MCWD. 

 

A summary of the issues and concerns, goals, and suggested management approaches that were 

developed for each Regional Team is presented in the following sections.  This information is 

then integrated with the modeling results and technical findings, separated by basin, in Volume 

IV:  Watershed Modeling and Discussion of this report. 
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B.  Regional Teams 1 and 2 – Minneapolis, Richfield, Golden 

Valley, St. Louis Park, Edina, Hopkins, Minnetonka 
 
 

Regional Teams 1 & 2 are located in the lower portion of the Watershed District, beginning at 

Grays Bay Dam and ending at the Mississippi River (Figure III.A-1 in A. Description of 

Process).  They include Minnehaha Creek and of all the lower lakes: Brownie Lake, Cedar Lake, 

Lake of the Isles, Lake Calhoun, Lake Harriet, Diamond Lake, Powderhorn Lake, Lake 

Nokomis, Lake Hiawatha and Libbs Lake.  

 

The membership of RT 1 & 2 consists of: 

• Jim Jahoda, Edina 
• John Betcher, Minneapolis 
• Gayle Prest, Minneapolis 
• Scott Neiman, Minneapolis 
• Jeff Lee, Minneapolis 
• Judie Erickson, St. Louis Park 
• Mark Oestreich, St. Louis Park 
• Jim Vaughn, St. Louis Park 
• Mary Gullickson, St. Louis Park 
• Russ Susag, Richfield 
• Steve Stadler, Hopkins 
• Steve Bot, Hopkins 
• Jeff Thomas, Minnetonka 

 

The Team was facilitated by Diane Lynch of Lynch Associates, and technical environmental 

input was provided by various members of Emmons and Olivier Resources (EOR), including 

Christa Bren, Pat Conrad, Tony DeMars, Gary Oberts, Cecilio Olivier, Andrea Plevan, and Jodi 

Polzin, in addition to Steve McComas of Blue Water Science.  Liaison with the District was 

provided by Jim Hafner of the MCWD staff. 

 

During the first two meetings Regional Team 1 and Regional Team 2 met separately.  At 

meeting #3 it was determined that the teams had similar issues and would benefit from 
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combining into a larger RT 1 & 2.  Meetings number 3 though 8 were held from July 2002 

through February 2003.  The evening meetings were held at St. Louis Park City Hall in the 

Community Room. 

 

Following the identification of issues and concerns, RT members were asked to prioritize the 

issue as a high, medium, or low priority.  Criteria for selection of priorities were: 

• Future impact (beyond 5 years) 

• Environmental impact 

• Nuisance vs. environmental degradation 

• Visibility of problem 

• Whether previous remedial actions have been taken 

• Ability for individuals to make a difference 

• Ability of enforcement or other incentives to make a difference 

• Number of affected users 

• House flooding should be high priority 

 

The issue of flooding was given special attention by the Regional Team.  Generally the team 

recognized that Minnehaha Creek is impacted by urbanization.  Management of the Creek should 

be based on usage goals (recreation, flood protection, and protection of unique resources) rather 

than restoration of pre-development conditions.  The team favors flood management strategies 

founded on a range of flooding acceptability.  For example, flooding that simply overtops the 

Creek bank without creating structural and/or health and safety problems should be allowable.  

When flood mitigation is determined to be necessary, then the project should also include 

features that ensure that downstream problems do not occur.  Finally, the team discussed the 

interrelationship of flooding and water quality degradation.  Water quality projects should 

always consider water quantity improvements, and water quantity projects should also be 

recognized as providing water quality benefits.  Regional Team 1 & 2 encourages the Minnehaha 

Creek Watershed District to invest in more flood storage and flood mitigation projects aimed at 

balancing the need for flood protection against the need for improved water quality.  The District 

should also actively search for opportunities that create flood storage. 
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After examining both monitoring and modeling data, RT 1 & 2 developed a list of proposed 

goals for Minnehaha Creek and the lakes within and along its boundaries, as outlined in Table 

III.B-1.  These goals are further discussed in Volume IV: L.  Minnehaha Creek. 

 

Table III.B-1 
Total phosphorus observed concentrations and goals for lakes in RT 1 & 2 

Water Body 
 

June-Sept. 1997-2001 
observed mean TP level 

[µg/L]  (unless 
otherwise noted) 

MCWD 1997 
TP Goal [µg/L]

 

RT 1 & 2 
Proposed TP Goal 

[µg/L] 
 

Lakes: 
Brownie 38 50 35 
Cedar 22 50 25 
Isles 38 50 40 
Calhoun 21 30 25 
Harriet 23 30 20 
Libbs 29 none 30 
Nokomis 64 50 50 
Hiawatha 70 50 50 
Diamond 141 none 90 
Powderhorn 172 90 120 
Creek: 
Minnehaha Creek 107 none 80 

 

 

Regional Team 1 & 2 represents that an area within the Minnehaha Creek Watershed that is fully 

developed and nearly fully storm sewered.  Structural water quality treatment devices exist only 

in areas where space exists to retrofit a pond or some other device into the storm drainage 

network.  Therefore the MCWD and municipalities in this area have relied on implementing 

multiple management practices aimed at improving either the quality and/or rate of stormwater 

runoff being discharged into Minnehaha Creek, lakes or wetlands.  The Regional Team focused 

on policy and management techniques rather than specific capital improvement projects.  The 

team has also suggested a number of organizations that the Minnehaha Creek Watershed District 

could partner with to accomplish the recommendations, such as municipalities and state 

agencies.  Key recommendations include: 
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1) Conduct a diagnostic study of Minnehaha Creek. 

2) Implement volume control and infiltration requirements in addition to the existing rate 

control requirements for new developments.  

3) Continue water quality monitoring to determine whether water quality goals of completed 

water quality improvement projects are being realized. 

4) Fund BMP demonstration projects as an education tool. 

5) Create incentive programs to encourage realistic buffers in both new developments as 

well as along fully developed shorelines. 

6) Create a greater standard of care for existing and future parking lots that are located in the 

Creek’s floodplain. 

7) Conduct an annual cleaning along the entire length of the creek with the intention of 

cleaning out both litter and excessive vegetative debris. However, some amounts of 

vegetative and woody debris are natural in a creek and are essential to the creek's 

ecological health.  This debris serves as habitat and food for organisms that live in the 

creek, and therefore should not be completely removed. 

8) Invest in capital improvement projects that create rate control in areas directly tributary to 

the Creek. 

9) Consider health and safety problems or benefits when evaluating a project or proposal. 

 

The following sets of tables detail the information regarding the issues and concerns that were 

discussed throughout the regional team meeting process.  Table III.B-2 lists the aggregated 

issues and concerns identified by the Team and consultants, the priority placed by the Team 

members on the issue, and the desired goal they would like to see in the future.  Table III.B-3 

lists the management approaches identified by RT 1& 2 for each issue and concern. 
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Table III.B-2 
RT 1 & 2 List of Issues/Concerns, Priorities and Goals 

 Issue/Concern Priority Future Outcome/Goal 

Lake Hiawatha –  fecal coliform, sediment input from creek, inflow of 
trash and nutrients H 

Greater focus on Minnehaha Creek water quality 
Lake is safe for swimming 

Purple loosestrife L 
Purple loosestrife under control 
Native vegetation not crowded out 

Libbs Lake water quality M Reduce P loads to maintain current lake quality 

Control Exotic Species: Zebra Mussels & Milfoil H 
Exotics prevented from entering water bodies  
Devise better techniques 

Mercury & PCBs in fish H Educated public 

Powderhorn Lake water quality L* Phosphorus goals established by Minneapolis Park 
and Recreation Board are acheived 

La
ke

s 

Lake Nokomis water quality L* Phosphorus goals established by Blue Water 
Commission are achieved 

Diamond Lake water quality M Phosphorus levels which are considered acceptable 
for natural wetlands. 

Need to protect wetlands for water quality and ecological benefits H 
No net loss of wetlands 
Wetland restoration and protection 

Need for realistic buffers for lakes, streams, and wetlands H Realistic buffer widths established W
et

la
nd

s 

Groundwater management – effects of surface water on groundwater M Established infiltration requirements 

Fluctuations in creek flow detrimental to wildlife M 
Incentives/disincentives to affect the flow 
fluctuations 
Natural fluctuations replicated 

Sediment deposition in creek at storm sewer outfalls and weirs  M Eliminate channel erosion 

M
in

ne
ha

ha
 C

re
ek

 

Channel erosion; steep banks have resulted in significant erosion in the 
channel  H Eliminate channel erosion 
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 Issue/Concern Priority Future Outcome/Goal 

Trash and debris in the Creek M No trash in creek  

Minnehaha Creek quality H Creek water quality is not detrimental to Lake 
Hiawatha 

Ed
 

Water resources education for cities, builders and the public. H Informed decisions based on science 

Chemical management:  fertilizer and pesticide use from large areas of 
landscaped grass. M Continue reductions in chemical use 

Chemical management:  Winter snow disposal practices M Creation of environmentally friendly pavement 
deicers 

Runoff problems in residential areas H Increased stormwater management on private 
property/individual lots 

Parking lot runoff M Develop parking lot standards for properties near 
water bodies 

Pond maintenance H 
Maintenance plans on all ponds 
Enforcement 
Resources available to do maintenance 

R
un

of
f 

State and county highway construction projects (Crosstown, future 
reconstruction north of Hwy 100 at 36th) H Standard sediment and erosion control enforcement 

for highway construction projects 
Localized Creek flooding that impacts houses, ex: 56th & Woodcrest 
(Edina), W 34th St (SLP) H Eliminate flooding 

Localized Creek flooding that impacts roads H Manage flooding 

Neighborhood flooding in Minneapolis related to storm drain capacity 
and/or backwater of Minnehaha Creek into storm drain system. H Eliminate flooding 

Flooding of storm drains into Hiawatha Golf Course (Mpls) causes golf 
course to be closed M Manage flooding in a way that balances recreation 

against need for flood storage. 

Fl
oo

di
ng

 

34th Ave S (Mpls) - Floodwater is caught behind the flood berm and 
can’t get to the creek; flooding improved when MNDOT rebuilt weir 
and bridges at Hiawatha 

M Flood berms removed 
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 Issue/Concern Priority Future Outcome/Goal 

Bridge flooding H 
Adequate protection of bridge piers and adequate 
freeboard between high water elevations and bottom 
of bridge structure. 

Backwater of creek in various locations M 
Flooding controlled to maximum levels that do not 
cause structural damage to buildings or roads or other 
structures 

Creekbank overtopping in various locations along Creek M Flooding does not contribute to erosion 

 

Diamond Lake flooding influenced by M’haha Creek backwater H 
Flooding controlled to maximum levels that do not 
cause structural damage to buildings or roads or other 
structures 

*  Powderhorn Lake and Lake Nokomis are considered low priority since active projects to improve water quality have been implemented by 
others. 
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Table III.B-3 
Management Approaches Identified by RT 1 & 2 

Priorities in parentheses: H = High, M = Medium, L = Low. 
Under the “When” column:  Immediate = Less than 1 year,  Short-term = Less than 2 years, 

Mid-term = Two to five years,  Long-term = More than 5 years. 
 

1)  Lake Hiawatha (H) 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Install trash filters at high loading inflows to Lake Municipalities Short to Mid term 

Undertake litter control/education program in lower watershed for 
public and waste handlers 

MCWD: education 
Municipalities & County: 
implementation 

Ongoing 

Evaluate need for sedimentation/detention at inflow to Lake MCWD & Municipalities Short term 

Implement shoreline stabilization MCWD/DNR/Municipalities Short term 

Evaluate and implement increased frequency of street sweeping in 
watershed tributary to Lake Hiawatha. 

Evaluation:  MCWD 
Implementation: 
municipalities, MnDOT, 
counties 

Short term 

Retrofit all existing stormwater ponds tributary to Lake Hiawatha with 
trash guards Municipalities 

Lake Hiawatha: short-term 
All others: Mid-term 

Create Beach Management Plan that closes beaches when fecal 
coliform is high (including signage and education) Municipalities 

Ongoing 
Immediate 

Conduct a mixing study of Lake Hiawatha to determine the amount of 
flow from M’haha Creek that are mixed into the Lake. MCWD & Municipality Short term 

La
ke

s 

Implement practices recommended for improvements to M’haha Creek   
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2)  Purple Loosestrife (L) 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Identify high priority sites Municipalities/DNR Immediate & ongoing 

Undertake/continue beetle introduction at high priority sites Municipalities/DNR Immediate & ongoing 

Monitor progress of control research; look for new control technologies Ag Dept/DNR Ongoing La
ke

s 

Support homeowner education efforts DNR/UofM Extension Ongoing 

 

 

3) Libbs Lake water quality (M) 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Collect data to define nature of the lake’s problem and its ability to 
meet RT and/or MCWD goal 

Municipality / Met Council / 
MCWD Immediate & on-going 

Undertake management practices to address priority problem(s) and 
retrofit BMPs 

Municipality / Lake 
Association Short term 

Work with established lake association or neighborhood group to tailor 
education to Libb’s Lake watershed property owners 

Municipality / MCWD / 
HCD Short term & on-going La

ke
s 

Create demonstration project for on-lot management practices 
Lake Association / 
Homeowner / MCWD 
(grant) 

Short term 
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4) Control Exotic Species: Zebra Mussels & Milfoil (H) 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Monitor the occurrence and change in concentrations 

Monitor the effectiveness of boat inspection program 

Work with LMCD and DNR on control activities 

Identify the lakes in which the problem occurs and document extent of 
the infestation 

La
ke

s 

Support research into new management techniques 

DNR 
UofM: research 
Municipalities 
Volunteers 

Immediate & on-going 

 

5) Mercury and PCBs in fish (H) 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Support State efforts to control Hg and PCBs at their source 

Post warning signage at all marinas and fishing locations (in several 
languages) La

ke
s 

Expand education efforts 

Municipalities 
Public access managers with 
assistance from the 
Minnesota Department of 
Health 

Immediate & on-going 

 

6) Powderhorn Lake Water Quality (L) 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Continue in-lake monitoring to ensure goals established by Powderhorn 
Lake Neighborhood are achieved. MCWD/Municipality Ongoing 

Work with established lake association or neighborhood group to tailor 
education to Powderhorn Lake watershed property owners MCWD/Municipality Long term 

La
ke

s 

Create demonstration project for on-lot management practices 
Neighborhood Association / 
Homeowner / MCWD 
(grant) 

Short term 
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7) Lake Nokomis Water Quality (L) 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Continue in-lake monitoring to ensure goals established by Blue Water 
Commission are achieved MCWD/MPRB Ongoing 

Re-investigate need for in-lake alum treatment MCWD / Blue Water Assn. Mid term 

La
ke

s 

Create demonstration project for on-lot management practices on 
MPRB property. 

Blue Water Assn / MCWD 
(grant) / MPRB Mid term 

 

 

8) Diamond Lake Water Quality (M) 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Collect data to define nature of the lake’s problem and an achievable 
goal MPRB / MCWD / MnDOT Ongoing 

Work with established lake association or neighborhood group to tailor 
education to Diamond Lake watershed property owners 

Neighborhood association / 
MCWD / Municipality / 
MPRB 

Ongoing 

Undertake management practices to address priority problem(s) MCWD / Municipality / 
MnDOT Mid term La

ke
s 

Create demonstration project for on-lot management practices 
Lake association / 
Homeowner / MCWD 
(grant) 

Mid term 
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9) Need to protect wetlands for water quality and ecological benefits (H) 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Monitor effectiveness of local, watershed and state regulatory programs MCWD / HCD / 
Municipalities Ongoing 

Identify high priority wetlands based on functions and values, then 
reflect these in local and watershed management plans 

MCWD / Municipalities / 
DNR Mid term 

Support research to define role of wetlands in watershed water quality MCWD / HCD / DNR Ongoing W
et

la
nd

s 

Determine, as part of Minnehaha Creek Diagnostic Study, those 
wetlands which relate to water quality of the Creek MCWD / Met Council Short term 

 

 

10) Need for realistic buffers for lakes, streams, and wetlands (H) 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Work with cities and MCWD to provide technical basis for benefits of 
buffers 

HCD / MCWD / 
Municipalities / BWSR Mid term 

Provide incentives to communities and developers to preserve or 
construct buffers MCWD / municipalities Mid term 

Educate public, officials and builders on the benefits of buffers and 
some ways in which they can be incorporated into local water resource 
features 

Watershed Partners / 
MCWD / HCD / DNR / 
BWSR 

Mid term W
et

la
nd

s 

Create matching grant program for property owners that are willing to 
create buffers MCWD Short term 
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11) Groundwater management – effects of surface water on groundwater (M) 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Make available the documentation of the relationship between 
infiltration and groundwater, including the physical conditions needed 
for it to work properly 

County / MCWD / HHPLS 
study 

Through education and other means encourage BMPs that promote 
infiltration of surface water if soil conditions are suitable and alternative 
(filtration) techniques if infiltration not an option.  Use Met Council 
BMP manual. 

MCWD / Municipalities / 
Met Council 

Define areas within the watershed where infiltration practices are likely 
to succeed MCWD 

W
et

la
nd

s 

Create infiltration and/or volume control requirements for developments 
in areas defined as having significant infiltration. MCWD / Municipalities 

Short term 

 

 

12)Fluctuations in creek flow detrimental to wildlife (M) 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Define the impact of both high and low flow on all forms of wildlife to 
form a basis for protection DNR / UofM PhD candidate Mid term 

Work with MCWD and DNR on the Grays Bay dam operation plan to 
incorporate lower watershed concerns on rate control  MCWD / DNR Short term 

Incorporate rate and volume control for surface water inputs to the 
creek as part of local surface water management programs MCWD / Municipalities 

Volume – Mid term 
Rate Control – Ongoing 

Invest in capital improvement projects that establish rate control for 
existing uncontrolled stormwater discharges 

MCWD / municipalities / 
counties/ MnDOT Ongoing M

in
ne

ha
ha

 C
re

ek
 

Identify filled wetlands and re-create as in-Creek pond areas to control 
the rate of Creek flow. 

MCWD / municipalities / 
property owners Long Term 
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13) Sediment deposition in creek at storm sewer outfalls and weirs, ex. the Mill Pond in Edina (M) 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Identify locations in the creek where sedimentation contributes to 
flooding or causes other problems, locate the source of excess sediment 
and undertake corrections 

MCWD / Municipalities / 
MnDOT Mid term 

Assess methods available for effective erosion control and channel 
restoration 

HCD / MCWD / Met 
Council Mid term 

Work with City, County and MnDOT to minimize, control and remove 
sand used on roads in winter 

MCWD / Met Council / 
municipalities / counties / 
MnDOT 

Short term / Ongoing 

M
in

ne
ha

ha
 C

re
ek

 

Support existing local and watershed construction site erosion control 
programs 

MPCA / MCWD / 
municipalities Mid term / Ongoing 

 

 

14) Channel erosion; steep banks and poor quality vegetation have resulted in significant erosion in the channel (H) 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Begin MCWD channel restoration program based on prioritized list of 
severe erosion sites; encourage techniques that naturalize Creek 
corridor. 

MCWD / municipalities 

Create matching grant program or other incentives for property owners, 
developers and communities willing to create buffers 

MCWD / municipalities / 
neighborhood associations 

Establish shoreline buffer requirements that are realistic and achievable 
in fully developed urbanized areas. MCWD / municipalities 

Implement recommendations associated with sediment deposition in 
creek at storm sewer outfalls and weirs  M

in
ne

ha
ha

 C
re

ek
 

Implement recommendations associated with fluctuations in creek flow 
detrimental to wildlife  

Short term 
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15) Trash and Debris in the creek (M) 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Identify major sources of trash and install trash filters at high priority 
sources Municipalities Short term and Ongoing 

Retrofit all existing stormwater ponds tributary to Minnehaha Creek 
with trash guards. Municipalities Short term 

Implement effective regulatory program, including education, to hold 
generators accountable MCWD / Municipalities Short term 

Increase litter management where appropriate. Municipalities Short term 

Create demonstration projects to test effectiveness of new litter control 
devices 

Met Council / MCWD / 
Municipalities Short term 

Initiate education on the proper handling of vegetation debris. MCWD / Municipalities Short term 

Implement enforcement of improper litter and debris handling, 
including law enforcement, fines and/or community service. Municipalities Short term 

M
in

ne
ha

ha
 C

re
ek

 

Contract with Sentence-to-Serve Program for removal of debris in 
Creek. MCWD Short term and Ongoing  

 

 

16) Water Quality of Minnehaha Creek (H) 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Conduct diagnostic study of Minnehaha Creek as part of establishing 
water quality goals.  Study could include determination of whether in-
stream ponds contribute nutrients to Creek flows, identification of 
sources of excessive phosphorus and suspended solids, identification of 
BMPs and capital projects that will reduce input to Minnehaha Creek. 

MCWD Short term 

Establish policies that encourage infiltration of runoff from new 
developments MCWD / municipalities Short term 

M
in

ne
ha

ha
 C

re
ek

 

Invest in capital improvement projects that establish rate control for 
existing stormwater discharges 

MCWD / municipalities / 
counties/ MnDOT Ongoing 
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17) Water resource education for cities (elected officials, inspectors, public works crews, etc.), builders, and the public (H) 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Support and participate in numerous programs under way 
NEMO / UM-Extension / 
HCD / MCWD / Watershed 
Partners 

Compile BMP manuals and education seminars for targeted groups (ex. 
Building inspectors, Public Works maintenance crews, City Planning 
Departments, elected officials…) 

Watershed Partners 

Meet with builders groups individually on water resource regulations 
and BMPs MCWD / Municipalities 

Work with established lake association or neighborhood groups to tailor 
education to property owners in watersheds that directly discharge 
stormwater runoff to Minnehaha Creek 

MCWD / Municipalities / 
Neighborhood Assns 

Encourage/organize local environmental fairs as a means to get 
information to the public Municipalities 

M
in

ne
ha

ha
 C

re
ek

 

Educate public on water quality problems associated with pet and 
wildlife animal waste. 

NEMO / UM-Extension / 
HCD / MCWD / Watershed 
Partners 

Ongoing 

 

 

18) Chemical management:  Fertilizer and pesticide use on large areas of landscaped grass (M) 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Monitor new research on effectiveness of chemical management and the 
impact of new fertilizer law  

Dept of Ag / MPCA / 
County Extension 

Provide chemical management information as part of educational 
material for the public and chemical users (ex. golf courses, 
landscapers, public works departments) 

Watershed Partners / 
MCWD / Municipalities / 
Dept of Ag / OEA R

un
of

f 

Create incentives program to implement innovative vegetation 
management; develop pilot demonstration program for this sector LCMR / Legislature 

Mid term 
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19) Chemical Management: Winter snow disposal practices (M) 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Support research into alternative snow management techniques that 
would balance the need for environmental protection with the need for 
safe pavement.  Partner with MnDOT on existing research activities and 
pilot programs 

MnDOT / UofM 

Create education materials for public works departments that inform on 
the environmental degradation caused by winter snow practices and 
encourages limited use of sand and salt 

Watershed Partners / Met 
Council / MCWD 

Mandate proper storage of sand and salt as requirement of local water 
plans MCWD 

Work with Legislature to create incentives to county and state road 
agencies to limit use of sand and salt Met Council / MCWD 

R
un

of
f 

Incorporate snowmelt runoff management as integral part of surface 
water management planning BWSR / MCWD 

Mid term 

 

 

20) Runoff problems in residential areas (H) 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Require that Local Water Management Plans have consistent minimal 
BMPs for all residential areas throughout the lower watershed. 

MCWD / Municipalities / 
MPCA 

Create matching grant programs for property owners willing to create 
rain gardens or other infiltration practices on their properties. MCWD 

Create incentives for new developments that implement pilot programs 
for new runoff control devices not currently in practice in the MCWD MCWD / Municipalities R

un
of

f 

Identify areas with excessive phosphorus in runoff and implement 
capital improvement projects  Municipalities 

Short term 
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21) Parking lot runoff (M) 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Create incentive program that encourages retrofit of BMPs to existing 
parking lots; Sponsor a BMP retrofit demonstration project. 
Require greater standard of care (sweeping, litter control…) for existing 
and future parking lots that are within Minnehaha Creek floodplain or 
otherwise subject to regular localized flooding 
Discourage future construction of parking lots within existing 
floodplain of Minnehaha Creek 

R
un

of
f 

Develop policies for new parking lot construction that require volume 
control of runoff, encourages infiltration and does not increase the peak 
flow of runoff from the site into the storm drainage network. 

MCWD / municipalities Short term 

 

 

22) Pond maintenance (H) 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Develop recommendations (a generic “maintenance manual”) for proper 
pond maintenance based on water quality, sediment removal and 
disposal, conveyance design, vegetation, etc. 

Watershed Partners / 
MCWD / Municipalities / 
Met Council 

Short term 

Expect maintenance element as part of local surface water management 
plan MCWD / municipalities Ongoing  R

un
of

f 

Identify responsible parties for each major pond Municipalities Mid term 
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23) State and county highway construction projects (Cross-town, future reconstruction north of Hwy 100 at 36th) (H) 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Incorporate proper surface water management (including construction 
site erosion control) into all permits associated with highway projects; 
work to establish objectives early in project planning process 

MPCA / MCWD / MnDOT / 
Counties Ongoing  

Look for opportunities during to improve runoff management; ex. 
roadside swales for infiltration; for highways not scheduled for 
reconstruction. 

MnDOT / Counties Short term 

Require BMPs (sweeping, litter control…) for all highways as part of 
construction permits MCWD / MPCA Short term 

R
un

of
f 

Work with upper management at MnDOT and Hennepin County to 
educate and insist that staff and crews follow MnDOT practices for 
erosion protection 

MPCA / MCWD Short term 

 

 

24) Local flooding of houses; ex: 56th St and Woodcrest Flooding (Edina), W 34th St (SLP) (H) 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Floodproof homes, where feasible 

Investigate upstream areas to increase flood storage. 

Reconstruct bridges that restrict flows, where feasible Fl
oo

di
ng

 

Remove houses if no other option exists 

Muncipalities / MCWD / 
DNR / Corps of Engineers 

Short term: project 
investigations 
Long term: implementation 
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25) Local flooding of roads adjacent to Minnehaha Creek (H) 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Reconstruct bridges that restrict flows, where feasible Muncipalities / MCWD / 
DNR / Corps of Engineers 

Short term: project 
investigations 
Long term: implementation 

Fl
oo

di
ng

 

Install flood warning signs and temporary barricades Municipalities / Hennepin 
County / MnDOT Short term 

 

 

26) Neighborhood Flooding in Minneapolis (H) 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Work cooperatively in developing solutions and permitting process to 
address flooding, guarantee neighborhood livability and protect natural 
resources 

Mpls/MCWD Mid – Long term 

Develop funding strategy  Mpls/MCWD/DNR Long Term 

Conduct Park Board Storm Drain Inventory Mpls Short Term 

Conduct H/H Study of Mpls system Mpls Short Term 

Build needed infrastructure, incorporating BMPs where possible Mpls Long Term 

Fl
oo

di
ng

 

Maintain infrastructure Mpls On-going 
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27) Flooding of storm drains into Hiawatha Golf Course causes golf course to be closed and safety issues for park users (M) 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Obtain MCWD Permit Mpls/MCWD/MPRB Mid –long term 

Build flood ponds and pipework 
including stormwater treatment devices 

Mpls/MCWD Long Term 

Maintain infrastructure MPRB/Mpls Long Term Fl
oo

di
ng

 

Ensure safety of Park users MPRB/Mpls On-going 

 

 

28) 34th Ave S (Mpls): floodwater is caught behind the flood berm and can’t get to the Creek  (M) 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Conduct a LOMR Study Minneapolis Short Term 

FEMA approves Map revisions FEMA/DNR Short term 

Remove berm/install appropriate BMPs Mpls Short Mid Term 

Communicate actions/findings Mpls Short Mid Term Fl
oo

di
ng

 

Monitor results Mpls Mid Term 

 

 

29) Bridge flooding (H) 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Protect bridge piers from scour and implement other measures to protect 
life of bridge. 

Fl
oo

di
ng

 

Reconstruct bridges if upstream flooding impacts buildings 

Municipalities / Hennepin 
County / MnDOT Mid term 
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30) Backwater of Creek in various locations (M) 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Investigate new locations for flood storage, including water quality 
pond areas. 

Maintain backwater areas as flood storage 

Fl
oo

di
ng

 

Construct weir or other flow control structure to protect building 
flooding, if necessary 

MCWD / municipalities / 
DNR 

Short term: project 
investigations 
Mid term: implementation 

 

 

31) Creek bank overtopping in various locations (H) 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Reconnect stream to its floodplain in areas where flooding does not 
impact structures or roads. 
Construct stream bank buffers in floodplain and along stream banks 
within areas subject to frequent flooding to prevent erosion during 
flooding. Fl

oo
di

ng
 

Implement recommendations for channel erosion; steep banks and poor 
quality vegetation have resulted in significant erosion in the channel 

MCWD / Municipalities 
Short term: project 
investigations 
Mid term: implementation 

 

 

32) Diamond Lake flooding influenced by Minnehaha Creek backwater (H) 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Work with MnDOT to reroute I-35W runoff to stormwater pond or 
other location not subject to flooding 

MCWD / MnDOT / 
Minneapolis Mid Term 

Determine 100-year flood elevations MCWD / Minneapolis Short Term 

Fl
oo

di
ng

 

Reconstruct Diamond Lake wier to control flooding to allowable 
elevations which do not flood buildings or roadways. MPRB / DNR Mid Term 
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C.  Regional Team 3 – Plymouth, Wayzata, Woodland, 

Deephaven 
 
 

 

Regional Team 3 is located in the central portion of the Watershed District, covering the eastern 

side of Lake Minnetonka at its outlet (Figure III.A-1 in A.  Description of Process).  It includes 

Gleason Lake and its tributary creek, a number of smaller lakes (Hadley, part of Mooney, Kreatz, 

Snyder, Shavers, Peavey, Marion and Louis), as well as several of Lake Minnetonka’s bays 

(Wayzata, Grays, Robinsons, Smiths, St. Louis, Carsons and North Lower). 

 

The membership of RT3 consists of: 

• Tom Anderson 
• Lee Keeley 
• John Larson  
• Jim McNulty 
• Shane Missaghi 
• Peter Palm 
• Gary Riggs 
• Fred Steiner 
• Andy Walstead 
• Diane Wilson 

 

The Team was facilitated by Diane Lynch of Lynch Associates, and technical environmental 

input was provided by various members of Emmons and Olivier Resources (EOR), including 

Christa Bren, Pat Conrad, Tony DeMars, Gary Oberts, Cecilio Olivier and Andrea Plevan. 

 

Following the identification of issues and concerns, RT members were asked to prioritize the 

issue as a high, medium, or low priority.  Criteria for selection of priorities were: 

• Public access 

• Use of the water body 

• Importance to the community 
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• Actions already taken 

• Visibility of the problem 

• Ability to make a difference 

• Impact downstream 

• Consultant/expert opinions 

• Cost 

 

 

Figure III.C-1 identifies the location of the issues and concerns initially raised by RT3.
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Key to Figure III.C-1 locations: 

1) Location of flooding on Black Oak Lane; new housing just put in this area to replace an 

old auto repair facility that used to be there 

2) Location of Clean-Flo aerator 

3) Weed mats in Carsons Bay (“back bay” area); type of plant not identified by team 

member, but observed so thick in summer “you could walk over them”; new bridge on 

Minnetonka Blvd. (Carsons Bay Bridge) that will go in will be seven feet above water so 

there will be new boat traffic and maybe some new slips for homeowners, thus a need to 

improve the quality of the bay 

4) Gleason Creek is also “County Ditch 15”; between Co. Rd. 6 and the WD detention pond 

(item #5 below) near the lake, the ditch has been partially rip-rapped on the northern half, 

but southern half still erosive; this comment was to re-establish “natural” character of the 

creek; some discussion on the difficulty of defining “natural” 

5) WD detention pond; formerly a small shallow pond that was dredged out to make the 

detention pond; sediment delta removed after five years of operation, in advance of the 

anticipated schedule 

6) Erosive part of channel between Co. Rd. 6 and detention pond; refer to comment #4 re: 

location 

7 and 8)  Wayzata Central Middle School and Gleason Lake Elementary School – both 

schools identified as significant sources of runoff to Gleason because of their large 

parking lots; flow does filter through wetland areas before lake; also mentioned by Peter 

Palm in previous discussion; could be locations for BMPs 

9) Pond on east side of Gleason Lake; shallow and ineffective for runoff control; floods 

over, full of weeds and smelly; good retrofit possibility 

10) Shopping mall with Grazzi Restaurant (north side of Highway 12); channel erosion 

noted; actually located in RT2 

11) Pond draining upper part of watershed; can be “improved” to perform better job of 

treatment 

12) Q: Does flow stay within GLC-7 or flow into GLC-8? Answer: stays in GLC-7 

13) Site of abandoned Wayzata wastewater treatment plant; site re-developed 
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After examining both monitoring and modeling data, RT3 developed a list of proposed goals for 

the lakes and bays within and along its boundaries, as outlined in Table III.C-1. 

 

Table III.C-1 
Total phosphorus observed concentrations and goals for lakes and bays in RT3 

Lake/Bay 
 

June-Sept. 1997-2000 
observed mean TP level 

[µg/L]  (unless 
otherwise noted) 

MCWD 1997 
TP Goal [µg/L]

 

RT 3 Proposed 
TP Goal [µg/L] 

 

Lake Minnetonka Bays    
Wayzata Bay 20 42 20 
Grays Bay No Data* 50 50 
Browns Bay 22 30 20 
Robinsons Bay No Data None 30 
St. Louis Bay No Data None 50 
Carsons Bay No Data 50 50 
Lakes    
Gleason Lake 121 90 Interim 80 µg/L by 

2012; then re-
evaluate at see 
feasibility of 
moving to ultimate 
goal of 50 µg/L 

Hadley Lake No Data 27 10% reduction of 
the existing TP 
concentration 
provided it is 
above 25 µg/L; 
will require 
baseline data 

Snyder Lake No Data None " 
Kreatz Lake No Data None " 
Mooney Lake No Data None " 
Peavey Lake 57 (1999-2000) None " 
Marion Lake No Data None " 
Shavers Lake 95 (1999) None " 
Louise Lake No Data None " 

*RT3 recommends that goals reflect actual in-lake monitoring results.  For those bodies of water with no 
monitoring data currently available, if modeling results show a lower TP concentration than the proposed 
goal, the lower observed number should be used. 
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Based on findings and discussion, Regional Team 3 recommends that the MCWD consider the 

following priority items.  

 

1) An interim in-lake water quality goal of 80 µg/L should be established for the next ten 

years (through 2012) for Gleason Lake, after which the feasibility of achieving an 

ultimate goal of 50 µg/L should be evaluated.  The in-lake and in-bay goals 

recommended in Table III.C-1 should be adopted by MCWD in its next watershed plan 

as revised goals.  In lakes and bays without any data or with inadequate data to assess 

goal status, data should be collected so goals can be established and monitored by the 

District. MCWD water quality goals for RT 3 lakes and bays should realistically reflect 

both observed and predicted in-lake phosphorus concentrations. 

2) Nuisance weeds continue to be a problem on Gleason Lake and Carsons Bay.  MCWD 

should continue its cooperative efforts with citizen groups, lake organizations, local land-

owners and cities to understand how these weeds behave and how they relate to overall 

lake/bay water quality.  Manipulating nuisance weed populations should only be pursued 

if all of the repercussions of control are understood. 

3) A suite of specific topical BMP manuals should be available for distribution to those 

most in need of assistance: for example, a Construction Site/Erosion Control BMP 

manual should be made available to builders; a Lakeshore Development BMP manual for 

lakeshore developers and residents; and a Surface Water Management BMP manual for 

communities.  These manuals could be based upon, or sub-sets of, the District’s current 

Urban Runoff BMP Manual, with more focus on a particular need. 

4) MCWD should work with the cities tributary to Gleason Lake and its sub-watershed to 

reduce runoff generated pollutants that are flowing to the lake.  This, in turn, will help to 

assure continued good quality of Wayzata Bay, into which the outlet from Gleason Lake 

flows.  This effort should rely upon the techniques identified in the above suite of BMP 

manuals. 

5) Channel erosion in Gleason Creek (County Ditch 15) and shoreline erosion on Gleason 

Lake should be stabilized and restored, and possibly used as demonstration sites to show 

other lakeshore residents proper shoreland BMPs.  Solutions that rely upon natural 

techniques should be pursued as a first option. Because this sub-watershed is nearly fully 
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developed, this approach would seek to maximize the pollution reduction benefits of 

open space, restored wetlands and floodplains, and stabilized stream corridors.  In cases 

where natural approaches need to be supplemented with structural methods (such as 

channel reinforcement or erosion repair), minimal adverse environmental impacts should 

result from the structure.  

6) Wayzata Bay should be a special focus for the MCWD to assure that it remains at its 

current quality or improves.  This could include the preparation of a “Wayzata Bay Plan” 

to formalize a management approach specifically designed to achieve this goal. 

7) Existing BMPs used in the RT3 area should be evaluated for effectiveness.  Application 

of new BMPs should occur whenever re-development or new construction (such as road 

building) occurs.  The intent of this “retrofit” concept is to introduce nonpoint source 

pollution control to areas that are under-served or have developed without adequate 

runoff management. 

8) Water quality monitoring should be expanded to include monitoring of lakes/bays that do 

not have adequate data to assess current conditions or goal setting/achievement.  Also, a 

station should be established on Gleason Creek above the Lake for at least periodic 

measurement of flow and water quality.  To avoid an escalation in monitoring costs, 

perhaps lake/bay data collection could be rotated, and the Creek station could be a 

temporary site until more is known about the inflow character.  

9) In all cases where possible, the MCWD should seek a “natural” approach to water 

resource management rather than a structured or chemical-addition approach.    There are 

recognizably some cases when a natural approach will not work, and when a more 

structural approach will be needed. 

10) The role of the many possible implementing entities should be defined to produce the 

most effective management approach possible in this portion of the MCWD.  Suggestions 

for implementing entities are made in Table III.C-3. 

11) A cooperative goose management program is needed to address the input of waste 

products into receiving waters.  The successful University of Minnesota program has 

ended and a noticeable goose population increase has resulted. 
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The following sets of tables detail the information regarding the issues and concerns that were 

discussed throughout the regional team meeting process.  Table III.C-2 lists the aggregated 

issues and concerns identified by the Team and consultants, the priority placed by the Team 

members on the issue, and the desired goal they would like to see in the future.  Table III.C-3 

lists the management approaches identified by RT3 for each issue and concern. 
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Table III.C-2 
RT3 List of Issues/Concerns, Priorities and Goals 

Issue/Concern Priority Future Outcome/Goal 

Gleason Lake quality (summer average 
currently ~120 µg/L TP) 

H Quality good enough for full body contact; lake more useable. 
Improve MCWD recommended TP goal of 90 µg/L to RT recommended 50 µg/L 
(subsequently revised to interim 10-year goal of 80 µg/L) 

The presence of nuisance aquatic plants in 
lakes and bays, including Gleason, Wayzata 
Bay and Carsons Bay (milfoil, curly leaf 
pondweed and coon-tail); is the Corps control 
program effective as a management 
technique? 

H Effective weed management. 
Increase native vegetation. 

Preservation of Wayzata Bay quality (summer 
average currently ~20 µg/L TP) 

H Maintain quality; establish lower goal. 
Lower the MCWD recommended TP goal of 42 µg/L to RT recommended goal of 
20 µg/L. 

Recreation overuse and watercraft pollution L Support regulatory agencies. 
Effectiveness of existing aeration system and 
possible alternative approaches 

M Continue with current operation but study as part of GLMP to determine 
effectiveness. 
 

Can MCWD TP goals be reached on 
lakes/bays where goals exist? 

M Collect needed data to determine. 
Snyder Lake – 90 µg/L 
Grays Bay – 50 µg/L 
Carson’s Bay – 50 µg/L 

Varying Lake Minnetonka levels M Work with regulatory agencies to release less water 
Gleason Creek (Co. Ditch #15) from Co. Rd. 
6 to Gleason Lake should be more natural 

H Need to better define “natural” in the management plan; correct the problems in 
this reach of the creek 

Construction runoff near wetlands and 
shorelines 

H Standardized control by regulators; better enforcement. 
100% compliance with regulations. 

Runoff control from middle and elementary 
schools next to Gleason Lake; possible pilot 
project for GLIA 

H Address problem through application of BMPs. 
Substantially reduce the runoff impact 
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Issue/Concern Priority Future Outcome/Goal 

Several areas of ditch erosion (Highway 12 
mall in RT2, Gleason Creek) 

H Control  the erosion, eliminate the erosion problems 

Shoreline erosion around Gleason Lake, 
Minnetonka and several wetlands 

H People will be more educated about shoreline management 

Adequacy of the wetland preservation and 
maintenance regulatory programs 

L Continue programs (they seem to be working) 

Management of riparian buffer vegetation H Better education. 
Protect the resource 

Black Oak Lane overtopping in 100-year 
event 

L No flooding; local issue 

Overall effectiveness of stormwater ponds; 
are they performing and are more/better ponds 
needed 

H Effective runoff control. 
Ponds operating at maximum efficiency. 

Coordination of management activities among 
GLIA, MCWD, DNR, Cities and others 

H Do a better job of coordination and cooperation. 
Effective water management. 

Nutrient control in runoff from golf courses 
and yards 

M People more educated; regulation successful. 
Reduce nutrient loads. 

Groundwater contamination of private wells 
in Deephaven 

L Leave to supply regulators 

 Water supply is not conserved well L Leave to supply regulators 
Goose droppings control M-H Educate residents. 

Manage the geese humanely; reduce numbers. 
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Table III.C-3 
Management Approaches Identified by RT3 

Priorities in parentheses: H = High, M = Medium, L = Low.   
Under the “When” column: I =Immediate = <1 year; ST = 1-5 years; LT = >5 years. 

ACOE - Army Corps of Engineers, GLIA - Gleason Lake Improvement Association, LMA - Lake Minnetonka Association, 
LMCD - Lake Minnetonka Conservation District, HCD - Hennepin Conservation District, UM - University of Minnesota 
 

1)  Gleason Lake water quality (H) 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Work with GLMP to reduce pollutant inflow from 
Gleason Creek and area around lake  

MCWD, GLIA, Cities of 
Plymouth, Wayzata, and 
Minnetonka, Wayzata School 
District (Wayzata Central 
Middle School and Gleason 
Lake Elementary) 

ST, after the sources of the problem are 
determined 

Identify sources of phosphorus causing problems GLIA, MCWD  Immediate 
Increase educational effort, focusing on lakeshore owners 
and other stakeholders once the sources of phosphorus are 
identified 

Everyone ST 

Undertake highly visible pilot runoff management 
practice(s) 

MCWD, GLIA  ST 

Work with local units of government on BMP guidance as 
sources of phosphorus are identified (development, 
surface water management) 

MCWD, GLIA ST > LT 
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2) Nuisance aquatic plants in lakes and bays  (H) 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Define areas of nuisance vegetation concentrations Lake Associations, Cities, 
MCWD, LMCD, LMA, ACOE 

Immediate 

Identify contributors that might be adding to problem (ex. 
boat bringing in milfoil) 

LMCD, LMA, DNR Immediate 

Increase educational effort Everyone (ex. public, non-
profits, local governmental 
units, etc.) 

Immediate 

Work with effective on-going control efforts to define and 
implement solutions (ex. ACOE/GLMP, LMCD-Greg 
Nybeck, LMA-Dick Osgood) 

Groups involved Immediate 

Carsons Bay Bridge will add to the problem –Deephaven 
now accessible for all uses - inventory the problem and 
then determine plan of action  

MCWD, LMA, City of 
Deephaven, ACOE, DNR 

Immediate   

 

 
3) Wayzata Bay water quality  (H)  

Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Define relationship of Bay to rest of Lake Minnetonka to 
determine intra-lake loading elements  
Identify contributors (internal and external) that might be 
adding to problem 
Undertake “Wayzata Bay Plan” to implement holistic 
management details 

LMA, City of Wayzata, 
MCWD, MPCA, Marinas 

ST, then on-going after program defined 
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4)  Gleason Creek/Co. Ditch 15 water quality  (H) 

Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Locate and control erosive channel locations GLIA, MCWD, City of 
Plymouth 

ST 

Incorporate more “natural” corridor approach (ex. native 
vegetation, meanders, floodplain restoration, natural BMP 
guidance) 

GLIA, MCWD, City of 
Plymouth 

- ST > LT 

 
 

5)  Effective runoff control; construction runoff entering and degrading wetlands (H) 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Inventory detention ponds/BMPs for effectiveness and 
improve those that are not working well (retrofit) 
Explore need to install BMPs where they were missed 
during development; explore retrofit opportunities where 
wetlands have already been impacted 
Better enforcement of existing erosion control regulations 
Develop erosion control BMP guidance 
Coordinate/standardize regulations among cities 
Provide incentives to retrofit BMPs 
Address local flooding problems (like Black Oak Lane) 

Cities and MCWD through 
ordinances/regulations On-going 
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6)  Ditch and shoreline erosion; lack of riparian and lakeshore buffer vegetation (H) 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Identify areas of ditch and shoreline erosion and propose 
improvement program 

Cities, State agencies, schools, 
GLIA 

ST 

Work with HCD on shoreline vegetation demonstration 
project; Conduct educational effort to inform lakeshore 
and creek-side owners of buffer importance; inform land-
owners of available resources (companies) for assistance 

HCD, MCWD, GLIA on-going > LT 

Conduct shoreline vegetation/buffer workshop HCD, MCWD, GLIA ST 
Prepare shoreline BMP guidance HCD, MCWD ST 
Work with cities to adopt protective ordinances and put 
information into their websites 

HCD, MCWD On-going 

 
7)  Coordination of management activities among GLIA, Cities, State, MCWD, LMCD, interest groups, media, etc. (H) 

Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Identify role of each cooperator and what they can do to 
help achieve goals 

Parties listed in Issue/Concern 
statement 

On-going 

See also previous points on cooperation among parties   

 
 

8)  Control goose droppings (M > H) 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Pick up UM eradication/egg control program; adopt 
legislation/regulations at state and/or local level 

Cities, Legislature, UM ST 

Educate homeowners about vegetative buffers Cities, HCD, MCWD, UM 
Extension, GLIA 

On-going 

Capture and move geese Depends upon success of first 
suggested management 
approach 

ST > LT 
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9)  Gleason Lake aerator effectiveness (M) 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Work with GLMP findings on aeration system to develop 
plan of operation; develop a flexible seasonal approach 

GLIA ST 

 
 

10)  Varying Lake Minnetonka water levels (M) 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Work with MCWD and DNR on revised plan to establish 
stable water levels and educate public about them 

MCWD, DNR On-going 

 
 

11)  Nutrient control from runoff (M) 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Monitor (visually and perhaps with water quality data) the 
effectiveness of the 2002 fertilizer control law 

Cities, MCWD ST > LT 

Identify various nutrient sources and their relative 
importance to know where management would be most 
effective 

MCWD ST 

Focus educational efforts Cities, MCWD, fertilizer 
industry 

On-going 

Encourage fertilizer industry (production, marketing, 
distributors, retail, advertising), media, government and 
others to promote low/no P fertilizer and make sufficient 
quantities easily and readily available 

Cities, MCWD, fertilizer 
industry, media 

On-going 
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12)  Recreation overuse and watercraft pollution (L) 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Work with existing programs that seem to be working 
well 

Lake users, Cities On-going 

 

 
13)  Adequacy of wetland preservation and maintenance regulatory programs (L) 

Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Work with existing laws and regulations to make them 
more effective when properly enforced 

Cities, MCWD On-going 

 

 
14)  Wise use of water supply resources (L) 

Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Work with the local public works department or water 
supplier 

Cities On-going 
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D.  Regional Team 4 – Medina, Long Lake, Orono 
 

Region Team 4 covers the northeast portion of the Painter Creek watershed; most or all of the 

watersheds draining into and out of Long Lake, Classen Lake, French Lake, Tanager Lake, North 

Arm, Maxwell Bay and Stubbs Bay; and portions of the watersheds draining to Forest Lake and 

Peavey Pond (Figure III.A-1 in A. Description of Process of this volume).  RT 4 also covers 

direct drainage to Crystal Bay, Smiths Bay, Browns Bay, Lafayette Bay, Carmens Bay and 

Spring Park Bay.  The Team met seven times from the summer of 2001 through June 2002 at the 

Orono City Hall.   

 

The membership of RT4 consists of the following members: 

• Gary DeSantis, Long Lake 

• Greg Gappa, Orono 

• Debbie Halvorsen, Orono 

• Marv Wurzer, Long Lake 

• Phil Zietlow, Medina 

 

Figure III.D-1 identifies the location of the issues and concerns initially raised by RT 4.  Criteria 

the RT members chose for establishing priorities for the issues and concerns are: 

 

• Public access 

• Visibility of the problem 

• Number of users affected 

• Ability to make a difference 

• Impact downstream 

• Cost 
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Key to Figure III.D-1 locations: 

1) East Long Lake Road floods over road several times per year in melt and rain events 

2) Erosion along tributary creek to Long Lake from City; might be corrected as part of Hwy. 

12 but not certain 

3) Wolf Point Development – impact to wetlands, south of Long Lake along Hwy. 12 

4) Industrial Park, including auto salvage yard; runoff concern, no treatment; might get 

some improvement from new Hwy. 12 construction 

5) Bohn’s Point Rd. 

6) Ditto #5 – concern over uncontrolled runoff volume and flow on to Hwy. 51 

7) Norenberg Channel – concern over dredging of sed, its movement to other areas where it 

clogs spawning access 

8) Lydiard Lake – City wants to preserve quality, keep land-locked 

9) Tanager Bay – serves to treat flow from creek before it discharges to Lake Minnetonka; 

some small boat pressure, possible increase in access to creek if structure blocking the 

way removed 

10)  Stubbs Bay – MCWD study underway by Wenck; data shows decreasing quality 

11)  Wolsfeld trail flooding 

12)  Deer Hill Pond 

13)  Co. Rd. 6 Pond 

14)  Park Wetland/Ponds 

15)  Highway 12 drainage directly to Long Lake 

16)  Old Orono Wastewater Treatment Plant 

17)  Old Long Lake Wastewater Treatment Plant 

 

 

After examining both monitoring and modeling data, RT 4 developed a list of proposed goals for 

the lakes within its boundaries, as outlined in Table III.D-1. 
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Table III.D-1 
Total phosphorus observed concentrations and goals for lakes and bays in RT 4 

Lake/Bay 

June-Sept. 1997-2000 
observed mean TP 
level, [µg/L] (unless 

otherwise noted) 

MCWD 1997 TP 
Goal [µg/L] 

RT 4 Proposed 
TP Goal [µg/L] 

Lake Minnetonka 

Bays: 
   

Crystal Bay 27 30 30 
West Arm 66 50 50 
North Arm 30 50 30 
Maxwell Bay 34 50 40 
Stubbs Bay 56 50 50-55 
Browns Bay 22 (1997-99) 30 20 
Smiths Bay No data 50 50 
Carmens Bay No data 50 50 
Lafayette Bay 23 (1997-99) 50 20 
Lakes:    
Long Lake 46 (1997-98, 2000) 50 40-50 
Forest Lake  61 50 50 
Classen Lake  No data None None 
French Lake  No data None None 
Tanager Lake 115 (2000) 90 70 
Peavey Pond 57 (1999-2000) None 50 
Mooney Lake  No data None No degradation 
Lydiard Lake  No data 50 30 

 

 

Based on its findings and discussions, Regional Team 4 recommends that the MCWD consider 

the following priority items.  Additional items are noted in Table III.D-3. 

 

1. Revised, lower goals should be established for each lake and bay that consistently 

meets its current (MCWD 1997) water quality goal: for lakes and bays not meeting 

their goal, the current goal should be retained; 
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2. Phosphorus loading to Long Lake should be controlled by implementing corrective 

measures that would increase the effectiveness of Deer Hill Pond, Co. Road 6 Pond 

and the two Park Ponds to each remove 40% of the TP load flowing into them; if this 

does not appear feasible, additional treatment will be needed within the respective 

subwatersheds; 

3. Development BMPs should be implemented as the Long Lake Creek watershed 

develops through 2020; 

4. The Tanager Lake outflow should be limited to an interim maximum value of 100 

µg/L TP until the goal of 90 µg/L TP (MCWD 1997 goal), and eventually 70 µg/L TP 

(RT4 goal) can be reached; 

5. A long-term “Crystal Bay Improvement Plan” should be developed to focus on 

achieving a 50 µg/L goal for West Arm, maintaining current loads from the 

subwatersheds flowing into Crystal Bay, and exploring opportunities for BMP 

installation with development and re-development; 

6. Data should be collected to describe the quality of French and Classen Lakes, Carmen 

and Smiths Bays, and on the intra-lake circulation effects within Lake Minnetonka; 

7. For bays/lakes with “no data” (Table III.E-1), the RT recommends that MCWD 

collect at least one year of data to establish baseline condition for future goal 

development 

8. The management approach pursued for Painter Creek should reflect the input of RT9 

and the MCWD’s expert panel, since RT4 chose to focus on the other parts of the RT 

area; 

9. Land-locked basins where no flooding problems currently exist and the likelihood for 

them to develop is minimal should be monitored for water levels, but left as closed 

basins; and 

10. The District should evaluate the tools available to local officials and homeowners to 

properly manage water, focusing on cost-effective solutions that will achieve water 

quality objectives 
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The following sets of tables detail the information regarding the issues and concerns that were discussed throughout the regional team 

meeting process.  Table III.D-2 lists the aggregated issues and concerns identified by the Team and consultants, the priority placed by 

the Team members on the issue, and the desired goal they would like to see in the future.  Table III.D-3 then lists an implementation 

strategy that is further developed with implementation steps in the tables that follow.  Table III.D-4 lists the management approaches 

identified by RT 4 for each issue and concern. 

 

Table III.D-2 
RT4 List of Issues/Concerns, Priorities, Future Desired Outcomes, and Goals (Meeting Discussion,  4/2/02) 

Issue/Concern* Priority Future Outcome Goal 

1) 33% increase in phosphorus 
loading to Long Lake – lake 
perceived as valuable resource  

H Revert to “blue lake” condition of 
20 years ago  

40-50 µg/L TP 

2) Worsening quality - Stubbs and 
Maxwell Bays, Mooney Lake, Forest 
Lake  

H Maintain status quo  50-55 µg/L TP for Stubbs; about 40 µg/L for Maxwell 
 

3) Tanager Lake acts as “treatment 
basin” for Long Lake watershed and 
is degraded as a result  

H Reduce loading to Tanager 
 

70 µg/L TP 
 

4)  Need to preserve quality of 
Lydiard Lake – keep land-locked to 
avoid problems downstream 

M Maintain status quo 
 

Maintain status quo 
 

5)  Direct untreated runoff from 
roads adjacent to lakes 

H Provide treatment 
 

Divert flow and treat it 
 

6) Possible introduction of zebra 
mussels from St. Croix via marina  

H Keep zebra mussels out of lakes 
 

Zero zebra mussels 
 

7)  Carp in Long Lake H Carp eradication Zero carp 
8)  Over-recreation (Long and 
Minnetonka) 

H- Lake 
Minnetonka 

Maintain current levels safely 
 

No increase in boating pressure; maintain at current crowded 
but manageable level 
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Issue/Concern* Priority Future Outcome Goal 
M – Long 

Lake 
 

9)  Fluctuating lake levels M Does this impact milfoil? Reach balance  
10)  Milfoil in Long Lake and Lake 
M’Tonka  

H Eliminate it 
 

Total elimination 
 

11)  Maxwell and Stubbs – boat 
traffic and parking issues 

M Minimize impact of boat traffic 
on WQ 

Henn. Co. sheriff and LMCD enforce regulations 
 

12)  Maxwell – trash in fishing areas H Less trash in lake Locate trash containers at fishing spots and other public areas 
13)  East Long Lake Road flooding 
several times per year 

L Maintain status quo Maintain status quo 

14)  Some flooding of Wolsfeld trail 
likely 

L Maintain status quo Maintain status quo 

15)  Tributary from City to Long 
Lake is eroding – might be fixed by 
MN/DOT 

H No erosion 
 

No erosion 
 

16)  Dredging of Norenberg Channel 
causes sediment deposition 
elsewhere 

L Minimize sediment migration by 
WD requirement to use silt 
curtain 

No sediment movement from dredge site 
 

17)  Erosion control from 
construction dumps into many of the 
lakes 

H Eliminate erosion 
 

No erosion 
 

18)  Details of Hwy. 12 ponding and 
erosion control and O&M not certain 

H Meet or exceed current runoff 
standards 

Minimize the negative impact of the highway improvements 
 

19)  Medina passed wetland buffer 
ordinance for new construction that 
could be a model (positive issue!) 

H Other cities follow Medina’s 
example 
 

All cities should have a buffer ordinance 
 

20)  Wolf Point Development 
impacting adjacent wetlands 

H Stop erosion and clean out 
sediment pond 

City enforce regulations 
 

21)  Location of wetland H Sequence of wetland replacement: Apply outcome sequence for Highway 12 project 
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Issue/Concern* Priority Future Outcome Goal 
replacement/mitigation for Hwy. 12 
 

1)Along highway 
2)Between highway and Lake 
M’Tonka 
3)Somewhere in Long Lake 
watershed 
4)Somewhere in Minnehaha 
Creek watershed 

 

22)  Removal of bridge to allow 
bigger boats up Long Lake Creek 

H Bridge remains No change 

23)  Impact of fertilizer and yard 
waste on water quality 

H Reduce P 
 

Improve WQ 
 

24)  Runoff from Bohn’s Point Road 
– uncontrolled flow on to Hwy. 51 – 
other areas have similar problem 

M Treatment system needed 
 

Capture the runoff and treat it 
 

25)  Horse waste management M Establish programs to manage it; 
use existing programs 

Establish rules and enforce them 
 

26)  General feeling that land-locked 
basins should remain so if flooding 
not a problem 

L Maintain status quo 
 

No change 
 

27)  Industrial park and auto salvage 
runoff control as part of Hwy. 12 
project 

H Provide treatment 
 

Treat to meet or exceed standards 
 

28)  Redevelopment in whole 
watershed of small houses on lakes 
into big houses 

H Treat the runoff; require buffer 
planting 
 

No increase in “effective” impervious area 
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Table III.D-3 
RT4 Recommended Implementation Strategy for High Priority Issues/Concerns 

Component Objective Timeframe* 

Major elements:   
Align lake and bay water quality goals 
with current lake and bay performance 

-Establish goals reflective of current conditions if goals being met; keep 
existing goal if it is not yet being met 

-Concurrent with 
3rd generation 
watershed plan 

Assess performance of Deer Hill, County 
Road 6 and Park Ponds 

-Assess current performance to see if 40% average annual TP removal is 
feasible to achieve desired TP load reduction 
-Propose options if 40% cannot be achieved 

-ST 
-ST > LT 

Develop set of MCWD-wide BMP 
guidance documents 

-Create guidance documents for new development/re-development, “natural” 
conditions, public works, shoreland restoration, surface water management, 
animal waste management and construction 

-ST 

Control outflow quality of Tanager Lake -Undertake study of lake loading character 
-Implement control program based on study findings 

-ST 
-LT 

Develop “Crystal Bay Improvement 
Plan” 

-Explore subwatershed load potential and define projects to achieve reductions 
-Work to achieve 50 µg/L West Arm goal 

-ST 
-LT 

Collect needed data to fill data gaps and 
make management decisions 

-Institute approach to fill data gaps for Classen and French Lakes, and Carmen 
and Smiths Bays 
-Work with MPCA and others to define intra-lake circulation effects on bay 
quality 

-ST 
 
-LT 

Additional elements:   
Work with road agencies on 
incorporation of runoff controls 

-Work with Mn/DOT on incorporating runoff control on Highway 12 upgrade 
-Work with County and local communities to incorporate runoff control into 
local road improvement projects 

-ST 
-ST > LT 

Undertake zebra mussel and milfoil 
prevention and control programs for Lake 
Minnetonka 

-Initiate cooperative program with LMCD, DNR, County and communities -ST 

Manage carp population -Undertake carp control program for Long Lake -ST 
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Component Objective Timeframe* 
-Reduce carp population in Lake Minnetonka -LT 

Continue educational efforts to improve 
water quality 

-Focus efforts on homeowners, boaters, fishers, builders 
-Improve trash collection at all points where lake users congregate 

-ST 
-ST 

Encourage boat safety -Work with existing regulators to assure boating safety -ST > LT 
Prevent wetland loss and degradation 
from runoff 

-Establish pre-treatment goal for all discharges to wetlands 
-Develop guidance for effective regulatory approaches 

-ST 
-ST 

Effectively manage horse waste -Work with existing County, community and UM-Extension programs -ST 
*ST (short-term) = 1-5 years 
  LT (long-term) = >5 years 
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Table III.D-4 
Management Approaches Identified by RT4 

Priorities in parentheses: H = High, M = Medium, L = Low. 
Under the “When” column: Immediate = <1 year; ST = 1-5 years; LT = >5 years. 

 

High and Medium Priorities 

 

1) Reduce overall loading (internal and external) to Long Lake (H) 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Incorporate runoff control as part of Highway 12 project Mn/DOT 
Cities 
MCWD 

Immediate, construction 
ready to begin 

Review effectiveness of Park Ponds, Co. Rd. 6 Pond, and Deer Hill Pond, and look at option of 
chemical feed (alum) to Long Lake inflows 

MCWD 
Cities 

Immediate; review pond data 
and assess options through 
models; evaluate injection 
possibilities 

Explore in-lake alum treatment (follow-up to previous application); how often can this be done? MCWD 
MPCA 
DNR 
City 

ST 

Undertake homeowner education on fertilizer, buffers, etc. Cities 
MCWD 
UM-Ext, 
HCD 

Immediate 

Assess buffer needs/ordinances for shoreline, horse farms Cities  
MCWD 
HCD 

Immediate 
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2) Address worsening quality of bays and lakes where degradation evident (ex., Stubbs, Maxwell, Tanager, Forest) 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Identify the nature of the problem on the bays and lakes experiencing degradation; collect 
additional data if none or too little available (include oxygen behavior, dredging impact) 

MCWD 
Cities 

ST > LT 

Establish local priorities for attention; evaluate “Crystal Bay Plan” and/or “Browns Bay Plan” 
as a concept for large-scale management approach to look at entire basin draining to these 
resource-rich bays 

MCWD 
Cities 

LT 

Develop individual lake improvement plans, focusing on TP load reduction MCWD 
City 

ST > LT 

Undertake homeowner education on fertilizer, buffers, etc. Cities 
MCWD 
UM-Ext, 
HCD 

Immediate 

 

3) Control road runoff that flows directly to lakes without treatment (H) and highly concentrated road “run-on” (M) 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Look for opportunities to introduce treatment as part of new road construction and improvement 
projects 

Mn/DOT 
Cities/County 
MCWD 

Immediate, whenever a road 
project occurs  

Identify the biggest problems and work with the County and cities to correct MCWD 
Cities/County 
Mn/DOT 

Immediate identification; 
work improvement into 
construction schedule 

Establish WD and local goal of reducing/minimizing untreated road runoff to any lake MCWD 
Cities/County 
Mn/DOT 

Immediate 

Examine possibilities for establishment of roadside buffers MCWD 
Cities/County 
Mn/DOT 

Immediate; combine as part 
of above actions 
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4) Introduction of zebra mussels to Lake Minnetonka (H) 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Explore effective control/prevention measures LMCD 
DNR 

Immediate before they 
become a problem 

Increase inspection program at boat launches, marinas; monitor obvious locations where zebra 
mussels could become established  

LMCD 
DNR 

Immediate before they 
become a problem 

Eradicate mussels colonies if found LMCD 
DNR 

Immediate 

Put up booths with attendant to monitor boats to assure no zebra mussels introduced; evaluate 
likelihood of volunteers staffing these to reduce cost 

LMCD 
DNR 
County 
Cities 

ST 

Provide high pressure water or steam wash stations for boaters to wash off mussels; explore 
mandatory washing of all boats brought onto the lake from elsewhere  

LMCD  
DNR 
County 

ST 

Increase public education at launches; bigger signage LMCD 
DNR 
County 

Immediate 
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5) Carp control on all lakes (H) 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Monitor installation of fish gate at outlet of Long Lake as part of Mn/DOT’s Highway 12 
project 

MCWD 
Mn/DOT 
DNR 

Immediate as part of 
construction 

Eradicate carp in Long Lake by netting and/or chemical treatment; implement on both inflows 
to and outflow from the lake 

MCWD 
City 
DNR 

ST 

Examine the likelihood/effectiveness of carp control through freeze-outs MCWD 
LMCD 
Cities 

After gate installation > LT 

Determine the water quality benefits of removing carp (less bottom disruption, P removal within 
fish) – may affect timing of 1-3 

MCWD Immediate 

 

6) Over-recreation on Lake Minnetonka (H) and Long Lake (M) 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Control access to lakes during busy periods LMCD 
County 
Cities 

Immediate if it is defined as 
a problem; monitor 
immediate > LT 

Limit number of boats to current slips at marinas, parking at public launches and private docks; 
consider parking limits on side roads; discuss limits with City of Wayzata because of access 
numbers there 

LMCD 
Cities/County 

Immediate > LT 

Maintain and increase safety patrols and boater regulation; recent increase has been successful County 
LMCD 

Immediate 

Work with the LMCD to address boating and parking related problems, and problems related to 
larger boats and commercial dinner/”party” boats 

LMCD 
MCWD 
County 
Cities 

Immediate 
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7) Milfoil in Long Lake and Lake M’Tonka (H) 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Identify concentrated areas for harvesting and/or chemical treatment; pursue selective 
eradication 

LMCD 
MCWD 
Cities 

Immediate > LT 

Explore alternative control methods, such as those used by the TVA on a large-scale LMCD 
MCWD 
Cities 

ST 

Research the connection between lake levels and milfoil occurrence to determine if current 
operation helps/hinders milfoil establishment 

MCWD 
LMCD 

Immediate 

Determine the water quality (P removal) benefit of milfoil harvesting LMCD 
MCWD 

ST 
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8) Trash accumulation in lakes (H) – Maxwell noted  
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Provide trash receptacles at all launches and fishing areas LMCD 
MCWD 
DNR 
Cities/County 

Immediate  

Install signage on litter prevention and consider establishing fine/ticketing for littering  LMCD 
MCWD 
Cities/County 

Immediate 

Consider an “adopt-a-landing” program LMCD 
MCWD 
DNR 
Cities/County 
Volunteers/Non-  
profits 

Immediate 

Identify problem areas where special focus can occur LMCD 
MCWD 
Cities/County 

Immediate 

Increase education; undertake an anti-litter campaign LMCD  
MCWD 
Cities/County 

Immediate 

Install litter traps in stormwater outlets MCWD 
Cities/County 

ST > LT 
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9) Construction projects causing erosion into waterbodies – focus on Highway 12 and local urban runoff (H) 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Expect effective erosion control and enforcement on all state, county, city and private projects Mn/DOT 
MCWD 
Cities/County 
MPCA 

Immediate 

Establish WD guidance document on erosion control BMPs MCWD 
MPCA 
Cities 

ST 

WD work with local surface water management plan implementation for effective erosion 
control 

MCWD 
Cities 

Immediate 

 

10) Wetland loss and degradation from runoff (H) 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Follow Medina wetland buffer ordinance lead Cities 
MCWD 

Immediate  

Concentrate on effective use of existing regulations (state, WD and local) and programs;  
formalize maintenance agreements; provide long-term funding for enforcement 

DNR 
MCWD 
Cities 

Immediate 

Pre-treat direct runoff into wetlands; variable BMPs (ex., NURP pond to vegetated swale) 
depending upon size of drainage area 
 

MCWD 
Cities/County 

Immediate > LT 

Mitigate wetland losses as close to location and value as possible Mn/DOT 
MCWD 
Cities/County 

Immediate > LT 

Increase public education MCWD 
Cities/County 
DNR 

Immediate 
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11) Increases in imperviousness from conversion of small houses to large houses on small lots (H) 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Establish maximum imperviousness limit and buffer requirement; consider lowering the limits if 
data shows impact 

MCWD 
Cities 

ST 

Demonstrate imperviousness reduction techniques MCWD ST 
WD provide BMP guidance for development and re-development MCWD ST 
Improve homeowner and city official education, especially for buffers around shoreline and 
docks 

MCWD 
Cities 

ST 

 

12) Fluctuating lake levels (M) 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Conduct public education initiative on the operation of the Grays Bay dam MCWD Immediate 
Assess fluctuating level impact on plant and aquatic life (desirable and nuisance species)  MCWD 

LMCD 
ST 

If needed, suggest alternative guidelines more reflective of lake needs MCWD 
LMCD 
DNR 

ST 

 

13) Conversion of land-locked basins through installation of outlet (L-M) 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Assess potential for flooding as development proceeds MCWD 
Cities 

Immediate > LT 

Keep land-locked to minimize downstream impacts if problems are not evident MCWD 
Cities 

Immediate > LT 
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14) Boat traffic and parking problems on Stubbs and Maxwell (M) – refer also to issue 6 above 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Work with LMCD and County Sheriff to enforce regulations, and live with current limits; cities 
enforce parking regulaitions 

LMCD 
Cities/County 
MCWD 

Immediate 

Educate boat owners about the water quality impacts of their activities (litter, fuel 
spills/leakage/ sanitation)  

MCWD 
LMCD 
Cities/County 

Immediate 

 

15) Management of horse waste (M) 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Identify existence and extent of problem, and work with existing local regulations to control any 
problems 

MCWD 
Cities 
HCD 

Immediate 

Work with cities, HCD, UM Extension and horse owners (groups) on education program Cities 
HCD 
UM Extension 
MCWD 

ST 

Explore waste collection program MCWD 
UM Extension 
Cities 

ST 
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Low Priorities 

Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Local flooding on East Long Lake Road and Woldsfeld Trail Cities 
MCWD 

Immediate 

Examine water quality impact of dredging in lake; Norenberg Channel referenced MCWD 
Cities 

ST 

Assess threat to WQ from remaining WWTP pollution in sediments MCWD 
Met Council 

ST 
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E.  Regional Team 5 – Tonka Bay, Excelsior, Greenwood, 

Shorewood 
 
 

Regional Team 5 is located in the western portion of the Watershed District along the southern 

shores of Lake Minnetonka.  It includes Smiths Bay, Excelsior Bay, Tonka Bay, Gideon Bay, St. 

Albans Bay; and Christmas Lake, Galpin Lake, and Mary Lake.  RT5 also includes small 

portions of both the Lake Minnewashta and Lake Virginia watersheds (Figure III.A-1 in A. 

Description of Process).  

 

The membership of RT 5 consists of: 

• Doug Keller, Mayor, Tonka Bay 

• Larry Murray, Tonka Bay 

• Rod Kern, Zumbra Ridge Association 

• Dan McInerny, Lake Victoria 

• Bud Wudlick, Greenwood 

• David Rubenstein, Greenwood 

• Craig Dawson, City Administrator, Shorewood 

• Donna Woodruff, Shorewood 

 

The Team was facilitated by Diane Lynch of Lynch Associates, and technical environmental 

input was provided by various members of Emmons and Olivier Resources (EOR), including 

Christa Bren, Pat Conrad, Tony DeMars, Gary Oberts, Cecilio Olivier and Andrea Plevan. 

 

Following the identification of issues and concerns, RT members were asked to prioritize the 

issue as a high, medium, or low priority.  Criteria for selection of priorities were: 

• Cost (to solve problem) 

• Funding sources (to address problem) 

• Point source/identifiable source 
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• How easy is it to address (legally/politically) – this is a subset of ease-of-remedy 

• Number of users – how does it impact user 

• Visibility 

• Whether remedial action has been taken 

• Ability to make a difference 

 

Figure III.E-1 identifies the location of the issues and concerns initially raised by RT5.
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Key to Figure III.E-1 locations: 

1) Milfoil throughout the watershed 

2) Eutrophication/algae on Galpin Lake 

3) Tonka Bay Marina – impervious surface, antifreeze 

4) Caribbean Marina – impervious surface antifreeze 

5) Minnetonka Portable Dredging – cluttered shoreline equipment, rocks, etc. (may be 

grandfathered in) 

6) Boat traffic in shallow water, Lake Virginia 

7) Pond – piped to the lake (city probably did), goes to Echo Bay (by Larry’s home) 

8) Wetlands on bike trail (Lyman Lodge Wetlands) 

9) Sensitive wetlands – N of Sleepy Hollow (algae), Old Log (purple loosestrife) 

10) Dumping of brush near water bodies by residents – everywhere 

11) High water table and lots of flat elevation – W. Shorewood, surface water problems 

12) Victoria redevelopmnet, around Steiger – new streets, erosion, fuel/oil station on 

shoreline (RT7) 

13) Road is below grade – enhanced lane goes around the wetland, below the wetland 

14) Flooding and erosion problems, bike trail is being rebuilt by Hennepin County 

15) Creek between Lake Virginia and Minnewashta (RT7), also construction of 7 

16) Woodpecker Ridge Rd – floods, unstable road bed; also new residential development  

17) Upgrade streets at Zumbra Ridge in Victoria when they put in sewer/gutter 

18) Runoff at Hwy 7 – development of St. Boni 

19) Development in downtown Excelsior – open channel down Water St. to the lake;  also 

more hard surface/parking ramps 

20) Carmichael auto 

21) Bus and Xcel – also monitor; concern about runoff, pollutants 

22) Cub – new alum treatment plan, pond, Minnewashta, *good thing, monitor 

 

Several issues were brought up that are located outside of the RT5 boundaries (#6, 12, 13, 15, 17, 

and 18).  They are included here since they were brought up by RT5 members. 
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After examining both monitoring and modeling data, RT5 developed a list of proposed goals for 

the lakes and bays within and along its boundaries, as outlined in Table III.E-1. 

 

Table III.E-1 
Total phosphorus observed concentrations and goals for lakes and bays in RT5 

Lake/Bay 
 

June-Sept. 1997-2000 
observed mean TP level, 
[µg/L] (unless otherwise 

noted) 

MCWD 1997 
TP Goal [µg/L] 

RT5 Proposed  
TP Goal [µg/L] 

Christmas Lake 15 18 15 
St. Albans Bay 21 50 20 
Lower Lake South 21 30 20 
Galpin Lake --* None 60** 

*There are no monitoring data for Galpin Lake 
**Preliminary goal subject to further evaluation 
 

Based on findings and discussion, Regional Team 5 recommends that the MCWD consider the 

following priority items.  

 

1) The MCWD should work with the City of Excelsior to promote improved stormwater 

management as redevelopment occurs.  In particular, the lakefront park area of the city 

should be redeveloped to include vegetative buffers along the shoreline and on steep 

slopes within the park.  This landscaping will be less attractive to the Canada geese which 

now use this area heavily to the detriment of park users and water quality.  Where 

stormwater outfalls and street sections discharge directly to the lake, rain gardens, 

vegetative swales, infiltration ponds, detention ponds, embayments and grit chambers 

should be installed.  A comprehensive stormwater improvement plan that includes these 

and other improvements should be an integral part of any redevelopment plan. 

2) Redevelopment of City of Victoria:  The current redevelopment projects in the City of 

Victoria present an excellent opportunity to incorporate stormwater management 

practices in an urban setting where none previously existed.  New development should 

incorporate the use of buffers containing native grasses, forbs, shrubs and trees along the 

shoreline and steep slopes where the city borders Steiger Lake.  (Victoria is not located 

within RT5; however, one of the RT5 members is from Victoria.) 
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3) All stormwater runoff should first be pretreated and then discharged into infiltration and 

wetland treatment systems before out letting into Steiger Lake.   Where possible, on-site 

treatment practices should be incorporated to provide source-based controls.   Retrofitting 

existing stormwater infrastructure and the use of infiltration, rain gardens, riparian 

buffers and other practices should be encouraged.  Where possible, “low impact” 

development models should be followed.  The MCWD should work closely with the City 

of Victoria and Three Rivers Park District.  (Steiger Lake is not located within RT5; 

however, one of the RT5 members is from Victoria.) 

4) Water quality and flooding impacts from new development should be minimized through 

low impact development approaches including BMPs and landowner/developer/city 

education programs.  Stormwater standards requiring no net increase (based on existing 

conditions) in phosphorus loading, stormwater volume and stormwater rate should be 

instituted.    

5) Water quality improvements to Galpin Lake are given a high priority by RT5.  A 

preliminary water quality goal of 60 µg/L is suggested pending further evaluation.   

Additional monitoring and an evaluation of how water quality improvements might be 

achieved should be completed as part of a Galpin Lake Assessment and Management 

Plan. 

6) The MCWD, Hennepin County Highway Department, and Cities of Shorewood and 

Tonka Bay should partner on the redevelopment of the Gideon Glen/Smithtown Crossing 

Shopping Center and the reconstruction of Smithtown Road from Country Club Road to 

Victoria.  These redevelopment/improvement projects offer excellent opportunities to 

retrofit storm water facilities and incorporate demonstration projects into the redesign. 

7) Manitou Harbor and Park Areas – Drainage from the City of Tonka Bay to Gideon Bay, 

Lake Minnetonka.  The City of Tonka Bay should pre-treat stormwater prior to discharge 

into Gideon Bay.  Where required, existing stormwater infrastructure should be 

maintained, and if necessary, retrofitted.     

8) City of Minnetonka Public Safety Site – Technical advice on prairie restoration and 

opportunities for partnerships.   The city should develop a stormwater demonstration site 

at the Public Safety facility.  The stormwater demonstration site should showcase 

stormwater management practices and native vegetation plantings.   
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9) Reconstruction of County Road 19 – Coordinate between the Cities of Tonka Bay and 

Shorewood to improve stormwater management.  These cities should work with other 

Lake Minnetonka cities, Hennepin County and Mn.DOT to incorporate stormwater 

practices into the reconstruction of County Road 19.   

10) St. John the Baptist Catholic Parish, located on the south side of Galpin Lake, 

encompasses large areas of impervious area including roof tops, bituminous parking, and 

turf grass.  This facility provides an opportunity to implement a stormwater management 

demonstration project.   The MCWD and City of Excelsior should work with St. John the 

Baptist Catholic Parish to implement a stormwater management demonstration project 

that incorporates rain gardens, infiltration ponds and improved shoreline buffers.  In 

particular, any improvements to this complex should include a stormwater management 

upgrade. 

11) Inspection programs to control the spread of Eurasian water milfoil should be maintained 

to prevent introductions to new lakes.  Where it is already present, mechanical control 

efforts should be maintained. 

12) Efforts to control purple loosestrife though release of beetles, spot control and 

reintroduction of native wetland vegetation (were native seedbanks are lacking) should be 

continued. 

13) Cities should be encouraged to implement herbicide/pesticide-use education programs, 

particularly for residents in the Shoreland Overlay Districts of Lake Minnetonka, 

Christmas and Galpin lakes. 

14) Boat turbulence contributing to shoreline erosion and re-suspension of bottom sediments 

in Lake Minnetonka should be curtailed though a combination of education, limits to boat 

size/horsepower, docking and launch capacity, education, and greater cooperation 

between regulatory agencies. 

15) Shoreline erosion on all lakes should be reduced, emphasizing natural approaches such as 

vegetative buffers, native landscaping and bioengineering.  Lakescape education and 

demonstration sites should be targeted for areas where shoreline erosion is pervasive.  

Where landowners are willing, the few remaining undeveloped tracts of shoreline could 

potentially be protected though conservation easements, purchase of development rights 
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or acquisition by local units of government or state/county/regional natural resource 

agencies.  

16) Stormwater ponds and outfalls should be inventoried with respect to their location, 

physical dimensions and condition to determine if they are properly functioning or if they 

need maintenance or replacement.  Local units of government and the MCWD should 

seek out opportunities where retrofitting these structures can improve stormwater 

treatment functions. 

17) The MCWD should work with local units of government in the preservation of open 

space, particularly areas of undeveloped shoreline, steep slopes, flood-prone areas and 

ecologically significant areas.   
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The following sets of tables detail the information regarding the issues and concerns that were 

discussed throughout the regional team meeting process.  Table III.E-2 lists the aggregated issues 

and concerns identified by the Team and consultants, the priority placed by the Team members 

on the issue, and the desired goal they would like to see in the future.  Table III.E-3 lists the 

management approaches identified by RT5 for each issue and concern. 
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Table III.E-2 
RT5 List of Issues/Concerns, Priorities and Goals 

Issue/Concern Priority Future Outcome/Goal 

Highway 7 (Reconstruction?) stormwater 
impacts H  

Water Quality of Galpin Lake H Remain a lake, not a wetland 
Spread of Eurasian Water Milfoil and other 
invasive plants H  

Boat turbulence contributing to shoreline 
erosion and re-suspension of P in shallow water 
areas 

H 
Recreational boating 
limitations 

Maintain Lake Minnetonka lake levels at 
elevation that immunizes adverse impacts to 
property on Lake Minnetonka 

L Can’t impact (dam has little influence) 

Lake Minnetonka Portable Dredging, Inc. – 
Problems with storage/disposal of debris, spoil 
piles and impacts to lake 

M Cleans up the  shoreline 

Stormwater runoff from Salvage Yard into St. 
Albans Bay, Lake Mtka and Lake Virginia via 
wetland 

M+ Revert to other use if possible 

Lake shore erosion H Reduction of erosion 
Stormwater outfall pipes to Lake Minnetonka H  

Stormwater pond maintenance H 
Determine extent of the problem.  Write better development 
agreements. 
Enforce agreements’ maintenance 

Tonka Bay/Caribbean Marinas – Stormwater 
runoff impacts to water quality L+ Alternatives are put in place if there are charges 

New/redevelopment and associated impacts to 
lakes and wetlands H Appropriate uses that protect water bodies 

Impacts to wetlands associated with Lyman 
Lodge/ impacts to other sensitive wetlands H Maintain wetland quality 
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Issue/Concern Priority Future Outcome/Goal 

Purple Loosestrife control H Eliminate loosestrife 
Redevelopment of downtown Victoria H Model example 
Redevelopment of downtown Excelsior H+ Model example 
Woodpecker Ridge – Flooding H Problem fixed 
Miscellaneous new development – Impacts to 
water quality/quantity H Model example 

Miscellaneous Flooding L  
Hwy 7 exchange to Hwy 41 near Smithtown Rd L  
Update streets at Zumbra Ridge in Victoria    ? ? 
Shoreline erosion near bike trails – rail corridor   L  
Phosphorus fertilizer L Limit Use, Uniform ordinance in all watersheds 
Herbicides/pesticides H Limit Use 
Protection of steep slopes in wooded areas H Preserve and protect 
Clean potable water (groundwater) L  
Coordination among local, county, state and 
federal units H+ Coordinated 

Loss of open space H Preserve and protect 
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Table III.E-3 
Management Approaches Identified by RT5 

Priorities in parentheses: H = High, M = Medium, L = Low.   
Under the “When” column: I =Immediate = <1 year; ST = 1-5 years; LT = >5 years. 

 
 

1)  Highway 7 reconstruction stormwater impacts (H) 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Enforcement of existing BMPs and permit provisions MCWD  Now 
Where feasible, incorporate additional stormwater BMPs Mn/DOT Now 

 

 

 2)  Water quality of Galpin Lake (H) 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Limit or reduce discharge of P City, MCWD, Residents ST 
Review and obtain monitoring Data MCWD ST 
Maintain natural vegetation within the shoreline buffer, particularly on steep 
slopes and bluff areas 

Residents, City, HCD, MCWD. ST 

Within adjoining neighborhood retain stormwater runoff within the 
numerous, wooded depressions and wetlands where possible. 

Residents, City ST 

Work with St. John the Baptist Catholic Parish to implement stormwater 
demonstration sites including pretreatment of runoff from impervious areas 
and shoreline buffers. 

St. John the Baptist Parish, City, MCWD ST 

Education re: fertilizers, beautification, proper plantings MCWD, City ST-LT 
Limit hard cover, where hard surfaces such as roads discharge stormwater to 
lake – provide pretreatment swales, rain gardens and infiltration. 

MCWD, City ST-LT 

Reestablish/plant native vegetation Residents ST-LT 
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3)  Spread of Eurasian water milfoil and other invasive plants (H) 
 Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Avoid spreading to new waters where not currently present DNR, LMCD Ongoing 
Mechanical control LMCD Ongoing 
Chemical control:  should only be used as a last resort and if no other control 
methods are feasible. 

  

 

 

4)  Boat turbulence contributing to shoreline erosion and resuspensusion of P in shallow water areas (H) 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Educate boaters on impact of boat wake and water quality. LMCD, County ST-MT 
Limit boat size, number, horsepower LMCD, County ST-MT 
Increase law enforcement LMCD, County ST-MT 
Limit boat docking capacity LMCD, County ST-MT 
Limit depth of draft on boats  LMCD, County ST-MT 
Cooperation among agencies LMCD, County, DNR, Cities ST-MT 
Add buoys to control/inform boaters about regulations (e.g., no-wake zones) County ST-MT 

 

 

5)  Maintain Lake Minnetonka lake levels at elevation that 
minimizesadverse impacts to property on Lake Minnetonka (L) 

Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Education on dam operation rational and reasons for lake level fluctuations MCWD, LMCD Ongoing 
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6)  Lake Minnetonka Portable Niccum Dredging, Inc. –  
Problems with storage/disposal of debris, spoil piles and impacts to lake (M) 

Suggested Management Approach Who When 

BMPs to contain spoil pile  Niccum Dredging, Inc. Now 
Ongoing 

Clean up areas where debris has accumulated Niccum Dredging, Inc. Now 
Ongoing 

Dredging procedures that minimize environmental impacts to lake MCWD  
Niccum Dredging, Inc 

Ongoing 

Education City/MCWD Ongoing 
 

7)  Stormwater runoff from Salvage Yard into St. Albans Bay and Lake Mtka and via wetland (M+) 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Monitor and sample wetland for water quality - contamination  MPCA, MCWD Ongoing 
Evaluate results of monitoring – develop remediation plan for site/wetland   MPCA, EPA, City MT 

 

8)  Lake shore erosion (H)    
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Vegetative  buffers on shoreline MCWD, HCD, Cities, DNR, 3 Rivers 
Park Dist. 

Ongoing 

Native landscaping MCWD, HCD, Cities, DNR, 3 Rivers 
Park Dist. 

Ongoing 

Bioengineering MCWD, HCD, Cities, DNR, 3 Rivers 
Park Dist. 

Ongoing 

Lakescape demonstration site/education MCWD, HCD, Cities, DNR, 3 Rivers 
Park Dist. 

Ongoing 

Document/ID undeveloped shoreline for protection/preservation MCWD, HCD, Cities, DNR, 3 Rivers 
Park Dist. 

Ongoing 
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9)  Stormwater outfall pipes to Lake Minnetonka (H) 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Inventory stormwater outfalls with respect to type, size, condition and 
location to define extent of problem  

MCWD, Cities ST-MT 

 

10)  Stormwater pond maintenance (H) 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

 Developer/City maintenance agreements City, Housing Assoc., MCWD Ongoing 
 Inspection/check sediment accumulation City, Housing Assoc., MCWD Ongoing 
 Enforcement  City, Housing Assoc., MCWD Ongoing 

 

11)  Tonka Bay/Caribbean Marinas – Stormwater runoff impacts to water quality (L+) 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Stormwater Management:  Stormwater discharging from the Marina into 
Lake Minnetonka should be pretreated to remove pollutants.  Vegetated 
buffers, infiltration ponds, rain gardens, and standard stormwater treatment 
ponds should be used.  Boat storage areas and other impervious surfaces 
should be located away from the lake.  rRetrofit hard surfaces to permeable 
surfaces as condition of new permits 

Marina 
City 
MCWD 

When permit 
applied for 

 Limit marina expansion City When permit  
To prevent litter getting into lake and adjacent shoreland areas, provide trash 
receptacles for boaters – trash receptacles should be emptied frequently. 

 Marina Now, Ongoing 

Operators of dockside fueling stations, should be given proper training to 
reduce spills of gas/oil into lake.  Soaps, solvents and other chemicals used 
for cleaning boats should not be used where they can get into lake.  

Marina 
Boat Operators 

Now, Ongoing 

Boats being taken out or put in at launch should be carefully inspected for 
invasive species.  Boats transported from waters infested with zebra mussels 
should be cleaned at the Marina before launching.  Marina operators should 
post invasive species signs conspicuously to inform boaters of these 
requirements. 

Marina 
 

Now, Ongoing 
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12)  Purple Loosestrife control (H)     
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

 Beetle release MCWD, DNR, Freshwater Found. 
Community Groups 

Ongoing 

 Spot hand removal Homeowners, Community Groups Ongoirng 
 Introduce new plants Homeowners, Community Groups Ongoing 
 Function and Value study MCWD, HCD, DNR ST 

 

 

13)  Redevelopment of downtown Victoria (H) 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

 Partner with Park District and others to influence development City, MCWD, County, 3 Rivers Park 
Dist. 

Now, Ongoing 

As part of new development riparian buffers containing native grasses, 
forbs, shrubs and trees along the shoreline and bluff areas of Steiger Lake.   

City, MCWD, County, 3 Rivers Park Dist ST-LT 

All stormwater runoff should first be pretreated and then discharged into 
infiltration and wetland treatment systems before out letting into Steiger 
Lake.        

City, MCWD, County, 3 Rivers Park Dist ST-LT 

Where possible, “low impact” development approaches should be followed, 
including the use of on-site treatment practices that provide source-based 
controls.   Retrofitting existing stormwater infrastructure and the use of 
infiltration, rain gardens, riparian buffers and other practices should be 
encouraged.   

City, MCWD, County, 3 Rivers Park Dist ST-LT 
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14)  Redevelopment of downtown Excelsior (H+)  
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

The water front park area should be retrofitted to incorporate shoreline 
buffers along the shoreline and on steep slopes within the park.  This 
landscaping will be less attractive to the Canada geese which now use this 
area heavily to the detriment of park users and water quality.   

City, MCWD  ST-LT 

Where stormwater outfalls and street sections discharge directly to the lake, 
rain gardens, vegetative swales, infiltration ponds, detention ponds, 
embayments and grit chambers should be installed.   

City, MCWD ST-LT 

A comprehensive stormwater improvement plan that includes these and 
other improvements should be an integral part of any redevelopment plan. 

City, MCWD ST-MT 

Areas of downtown Excelsior within the general vicinity of the old 
amusement park appear to offer opportunities to retrofit stormwater 
improvements.  This area should be targeted for stormwater improvements.  

City, MCWD  ST-LT 

 

15)  Woodpecker Ridge – Flooding (H)  
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Rebuild road at higher elevation/install culvert City Now 
 

16)  Miscellaneous new development – Impacts to water quality/quantity (H)  
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Minimize impervious surfaces near water bodies City Ongoing 
Rule M – Adopt  MCWD Now 
Require BMPs (i.e., infiltration, ponding, buffers, etc.) to limit stormwater 
impacts  

City, MCWD Ongoing 

 Education  City, MCWD Ongoing 
Ordinance/Rules, Standards -no increases in P City, MCWD Ongoing 
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17)  Miscellaneous Flooding (L) 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Educate local governments or whoever is responsible to practice good 
floodplain management  

 City, DNR, MCWD Ongoing 

 

18)  Shoreline erosion near bike trails – rail corridor (L) 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Focus on land rather than signs DNR, 3 Rivers Park Ongoing 
 

19)  Herbicides/pesticides (H) 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Education Cities Ongoing 
 

20)  Protection of steep slopes in wooded areas (H)  
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

 Enforce ordinances  City Ongoing 
 

21)  Loss of open space (H) 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Inventory open space City, DNR Ongoing 
Preserve open space City, Public, DNR Ongoing 
Conservation easements City, DNR, HCD, MCWD, Public  Ongoing 
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F.  Regional Team 6 – Mound, Spring Park, Minnetonka Beach 
 

Regional Team 6 is located in the west-central portion of the Watershed District and includes 

Langdon Lake, Harrisons Bay, and other Lake Minnetonka direct drainage areas (Figure III.A-1 

in A. Description of Process).  The Team met eight times from the summer of 2001 to July 2002. 

 

The membership of RT 6 consists of: 

• Sara Irvine, Minnetonka Beach 

• Barb Schilling, Mound  

• Bill Weeks, Spring Park 

• Jerry Rockvam, Spring Park 

• D.J. Goman, Spring Park Utilities Superintendent 

 

The Team was facilitated by Diane Lynch of Lynch Associates, and technical environmental 

input was provided by various members of Emmons and Olivier Resources (EOR), including 

Christa Bren, Pat Conrad, Tony DeMars, Gary Oberts, Cecilio Olivier and Andrea Plevan. 

 

Following the identification of issues and concerns, RT members were asked to prioritize the 

issue as a high, medium, or low priority.  Criteria for selection of priorities were: 

• Public access 

• Visibility of the problem 

• Number of users affected 

• Ability to make a difference 

• Impact downstream 

• Cost 

 

Figure III.F-1 identifies the location of the issues and concerns initially raised by RT6.
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Key to Figure III.F-1 locations: 

 

1) Turbulence from boat props in Halsteds Bay  

2) Erosion at Arcola Bridge – exact location not known but might be from foot traffic on 

north end going down to fish in the lake.  Additional erosion potential from boat wake in 

channel. 

3) Development of Lost Lake; “lake” is really an old wetland area now being dredged and 

redeveloped; probably wet, and suspected old dump might be exposed 

4) Shore erosion along eastern side of shore facing Priest Bay ; not sure of location 

5) Paving of Westedge Blvd.; currently gravel, will likely increase traffic and runoff 

6) Relocation of Highway 15 north of Lost Lake; construction related pollution possible and 

not much room to fit a new road 

7) a and b – “cliff erosion” referred to in RT comments likely refers to steep slope erosion 

along these faces on Priest and Halstead Bays 

8) “Brooks Lane erosion” is a low wet area in Minnetonka Beach that is under consideration 

as a rain garden demonstration site (proposed as part of grant). 

9) Old dump at WWTP supposedly “leaching” 

10)  Old dump at Lost Lake; afraid of exposing contaminants with dredging 

11) Possible retrofit treatment of runoff if parking lot is redeveloped along with commercial 

space; city will insist on this with any improvements whatsoever 

12) Presbyterian Homes possible retrofit site for runoff control in park 

13) Lord Fletcher’s parking lot runoff to very nice wetland to its south is currently 

uncontrolled; lot is very hard packed gravel; need some system between lot and wetland; 

wetland discharge not certain, either no discharge or it goes east into Crystal Bay 
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After examining both monitoring and modeling data, RT6 developed a list of proposed goals for 

the lakes and bays within and along its boundaries, as outlined in Table III.F-1. 

 

Table III.F-1 
Total phosphorus observed concentrations and goals for lakes and bays in RT6 

Lake/Bay 
 

June-Sept. 1997-2000 
observed mean TP level, 
[µg/L] (unless otherwise 

noted) 

MCWD 1997 
TP Goal [µg/L] 

RT6 Proposed  
TP Goal [µg/L] 

Lakes:    
Langdon 87 (2000)* 50 70 
Lost none none none 
Bays:    
Halsteds 122 50 60 
Priest 33** 50 30 
Cooks 33 50 30 
Harrison 62 50 50 
Jennings 94 90 60 
West Arm 66 50 50 
Spring Park 22 50 20 
Phelps 22*** 50 20 
Crystal 27 30 25 
Lafayette 23 50 20 
Seton Lake none 50 100 
Black Lake none 50 45 

*TP average of 1997, 1999, and 2000 is 128 µg/l.  The 2000 estimate is more reflective of current 
conditions since there was an alum treatment applied to Langdon Lake in 1998. 
** Monitoring data from Cooks Bay 
***Monitoring data from Spring Park Bay 
 

Based on findings and discussion, Regional Team 6 recommends that the MCWD consider the 

following priority items.  

 

1) Water quality and ecological integrity of Lake Minnetonka bays, Seton/Lost Lake, 

Langdon Lake, and wetlands should be at minimum maintained, but preferably improved 

through reductions in sediments, nutrients, trash, oil, etc. 
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2) MCWD water quality goals for Lake Minnetonka Bays, Langdon, Seton/Black Lakes 

should be revised (Table III.F-1) to reflect both current and predicted in lake phosphorus 

concentrations. 

3) Shoreline erosion sites are indicated in the Issues and Concerns Figure III.F-1.  These 

sites should be stabilized and restored, and possibly used as demonstration sites to show 

other lakeshore residents proper shoreland BMPs. 

4) The LMCD and Hennepin County Water Patrol should enforce existing no-wake 

restrictions with emphasize on near-shore areas and shallow bays such as Jennings and 

Halsteds. 

5) Redevelopment of the existing urban areas of Mound, Spring Park and Minnetonka 

Beach should incorporate stormwater management BMPs.  Sites should be retrofit to 

accommodate stormwater ponds, catch basins, infiltration basins and bioretention swales.  

Retail parking areas should implement the following: 

a. Permeable pavement 

b. Incorporate center-island infiltration swales to reduce storm water volume 

c. Detention pond with skimmer to remove sediment and catch floatable trash, oil 

and other materials 

6) New development should not result in a net increase in stormwater rate, volume or 

pollutant loading. 

7) A “Shore Land Developers Handbook” should be developed to focus on sustainable 

approaches to storm water management on lake shore lots.  This handbook should be 

distributed to builders, developers and property owners proposing to develop new homes 

and remodel existing homes.  Additional education can be provided via the District 

permitting program, seminars, and printed information. 

8) Establish shoreline buffer strips of native vegetation on lake-ward side of roadways and 

residential lots. 

9) Cities and the MCWD should work with the Lake Minnetonka Conservation District to 

educate boaters about no-wake regulations and the impacts of boat turbulence on 

shoreline erosion and re-suspension of sediments/phosphorus in shallow-water areas. 
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10) Pre-treat all storm water runoff for new development via storm water detention basins 

catch basins, infiltration basins and rain gardens.  Cities should work closely with 

developers to lay ground rules early in the development process. 

11) A “Roadway Reconstruction Stormwater Management Plan” should be developed that 

incorporates stormwater management improvements and design into roads as they are 

maintained, upgraded, or newly constructed with the Shoreland District of Lake 

Minnetonka Cities.  County highways and city streets should be redesigned to slope 

runoff away from the lake-ward side of roadways and into infiltration/bioretention 

swales.  CSAH 15 is proposed to be upgraded and could serve as a pilot for this effort. 

12) Lake Minnetonka Communities should form a task force in cooperation with the MCWD, 

Hennepin County Highway Department and Mn/DOT to formulate a plan that 

incorporates stormwater management improvements and design into roads as they are 

maintained, upgraded, or newly constructed within the Shoreland District of Lake 

Minnetonka Cities.  The MCWD should initiate a meeting with Mn/DOT to define a 

process to accomplish this task.  Examples of new design guidelines include: 

a. Increase setbacks from shoreline 

b. Slope road surfaces away from water bodies and into dry swales, bioretention 

systems and wet ponds 

c. Avoid curb and gutter where possible 

d. Create vegetated buffers along roadway surfaces abutting lakes and/or wetlands 

13) Water quality and hydrologic monitoring of Langdon, Lost, Black and Seton Lakes 

should be conducted to assess P loading to Cooks Bay. 

14) An assessment should be made of the former Mound Wastewater Treatment Facility to 

determine if P export is occurring into adjacent wetlands or Langdon Lake. 

15) In-lake water quality monitoring of Phelps and Priests Bays should be periodically 

conducted as part of the MCWD monitoring program. 

16) An analysis of “intra-lake circulation” among bays of Lake Minnetonka should be 

conducted to better predict impacts of water quality improvement/degradation to 

downstream bays of Lake Minnetonka. 

17) Storm water runoff from snow disposal sites, commercial areas and other areas with high 

pollutant loading rates should be pretreated prior to discharge to receiving water bodies. 
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18) Snow disposal site BMPs – The City, County and Mn/DOT in cooperation with MCWD 

should work together to: 

a. Identify disposal sites with permeable soils and at least 3 feet of separation from 

water tables 

b. Establish vegetated filter strips where runoff from the sites might occur 

c. Following melting, clean debris, sediment and other residual from site and, if 

necessary, reseed to vegetative cover 

19) Street sweeping should be carried out on a more frequent basis (monthly), or as needed, 

by either the cities, or by the landowner where private roads or parking areas exist. 

20) Residential and commerical lawn area management: 

a. Phosphorus-free fertilizer 

b. Minimize area of “managed lawn”; maximize area of native vegetation and 

landscaping 

c. Riparian buffer strips along lake or wetland boundaries 

d. Maintain grass at greater height – mow less frequently 

e. Dispose of all organic material, including leaves, grass clipping, etc. in a compost 

bin and use for garden or landscaping mulch – do not dispose of organic material 

in lake or wetland buffers 

f. Plant tall, native vegetation along shoreline (within buffer), to discourage use of 

lawn by Canadian geese.  Where necessary, fencing may be erected to further 

discourage movement of geese. 

g. The City and MCWD should provide information on shoreland management to 

protect water quality.  

 

The following sets of tables detail the information regarding the issues and concerns that were 

discussed throughout the regional team meeting process.  Table III.F-2 lists the aggregated issues 

and concerns identified by the Team and consultants, the priority placed by the Team members 

on the issue, and the desired goal they would like to see in the future.  Table III.F-3 then 

recommends an implementation strategy.  Table III.F-4 lists the management approaches 

identified by RT6 for the high priorities issues and concerns. 
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Table III.F-2 
RT6 List of Issues/Concerns, Priorities and Goals 

Issue/Concern Priority Future Outcome/Goal 

1) Langdon Lake   (discharge of 
sediments, nutrients, chemicals, trash, oil, 
etc.)    

Low -*High Maintain – No further degradation 
 

2) Lake Minnetonka (all bays) (discharge 
of sediments, nutrients, chemicals, trash, 
oil, etc.)    

High 
 

Maintain – Improve if possible 
 
 

3) Lost Lake (discharge of sediments, 
nutrients, chemicals, trash, oil, etc.)   

Medium – 
High 

Maintain – Improve if possible 
 

4)  Seton Lake (discharge of sediments, 
nutrients, chemicals, trash, oil, etc.)     
Need to preserve quality of Lydiard Lake 
– keep land-locked to avoid problems 
downstream 

High Maintain – Improve if possible 
 

5)  Six Mile Creek/ Halsteds Bay 
(discharge of sediments, nutrients, 
chemicals, trash, oil, etc.)    

Low - *High Maintain – Improve if possible 
 

6) Snow disposal – residential and  
commercial properties 
 

High Prevent runoff of chemicals to receiving water bodies 
Zero zebra mussels 

7) City of Mound Abandoned Wastewater 
Treatment Plant – historic phosphorus 
loading to Langdon Lake and Lake 
Minnetonka 

Medium – 
High 
 

Define Scope of Problem Through Further Investigation 
Prevent further P discharges from wastewater treatment plant effluent. 
 

8)  Shoreline erosion (all lakes) 
 

High Reduce/eliminate erodibility of shoreline areas 
No erosion 

9)  Lawn fertilizer/lawn care practices 
 

**Low 
 

Limit P fertilizer and improve lawn mgt. 
Reduce/eliminate P export from lawn areas 

10)  Road chemicals High Use less harmful or alternative practices 
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Issue/Concern Priority Future Outcome/Goal 
  Reduce/eliminate chemical discharges from road maintenance activities 
12) Stormwater/development-related  
impacts to wetlands and high quality 
natural resources 
 

High 
 

Protect quantity and quality of remaining wetland/natural areas 
No net loss of wetland quality/quantity 
 

13) Boat Traffic/Turbulence 
 

High 
 

Reduce volume/speed of boat traffic 
Reduction in Resuspension of phosphorus from lake bottom sediments 
 

14) Westedge Boulevard paving 
 

Low 
 

Minimize erosion and maintain existing volume and levels of pollutants 
 
 

15)  Relocation/Reconstruction of 
Highway 15 
 

High 
 

Pre-treat all stormwater runoff prior to discharge into Lake Minnetonka or wetlands 
Develop Roadway Reconsturction Stormwater Management Plan 

16) Redevelopment of existing lakeshore 
properties 
 

High 
 

No increase in stormwater runoff volume or pollutant loading – emphasis on volume control. 
Develop and distribute “Shoreline Developers Handbook” to promote sustainable approaches to 
stormwater management on lakeshore lots.   

17) Presbyterian Homes Park 
improvement. 
 

High 
 

Pretreat all stormwater runoff prior to discharging into lakes and wetlands 
Develop and distribute “Developers Handbook” to promote stormwater management BMPs 

18)  Brooks Lane area Low Reduce/avoid flooding/no increases in runoff 
19)  Development of Auditors Road area 
 

 Develop and distribute “Developers Handbook” to promote stormwater management BMPs 

20)  Lake Minnetonka. - Arcola Bridge 
area foot traffic 
 

Low 
 

Reduced foot traffic and erosion.  Control speed and size of boats 
 

*Issue ranking ranged from low to high with RT members  
** Reduced from high priority to low priority due to passage of legislation on use of lawn fertilizers 
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Table III.F-3 
Regional Team 6 Recommended Implementation Strategy 

Time frame:  ST (short-term) = 1-5 years,  LT (long-term) = >5 years 
Recommended Implementation 

Strategy 
Recommended Actions Time frame Who Will 

Implement  

Major Elements:    
Align lake and bay water quality 
goals with current lake and bay 
performance 

-Establish goals reflective of current conditions if goals being 
met; keep existing goal if it is not yet being met 

-Concurrent 
with 3rd 
generation 
watershed plan 

MCWD 
Cities 
County 

Eliminate direct runoff to adjacent 
lakes and wetlands from the City of 
Mound Snow Disposal Site 

-Site should have permeable soils and at least 3 feet of separation 
from water table 
-Vegetated filter strips should be established 
-Clean debris and sediment following melting 
-Reseed to vegetative cover following melting 

-ST MCWD 
City 

Reduce re-suspension of sediment 
in shallow bays and shoreline 
erosion associated with boat wake 

-Enforce no wake controls -ST LMCD 
County Sheriff 

Collect needed data to fill data gaps 
and make management decisions 

-Institute approach to fill data gaps for Phelps Bay, Priest Bay, 
Lost Lake and Seton/ Black Lake 
-Work with MPCA and others to define intra-lake circulation 
effects on bay quality 
 

-ST<LT 
 
 

MCWD 
Cities/County 
MPCA 

Pretreat all stormwater runoff 
before discharging to lakes, bays, 
and wetlands 

-Install catch basins; 
-Route stormwater into dry swales, bioretention systems and wet 
ponds; 
-Frequently sweep streets; 
-Develop Roadway Reconstruction Stormwater Management 
Plan. 
 

-ST 
 

MCWD 
Cities/County 
Mn/DOT 

Develop Roadway Reconstruction 
Stormwater Management Plan 

-Increase setbacks from shoreline; 
-Slope road surfaces away from water bodies; 

-ST  Mn/DOT 
Cities 
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Recommended Implementation 
Strategy 

Recommended Actions Time frame Who Will 
Implement  

- Route stormwater into dry swales or bioretention systems; 
-Where possible, avoid curb and gutter; 
-Create buffers for roadways adjacent to water bodies. 

MCWD 

Develop Shore Land Developers 
Handbook 

-Minimally disturb vegetation 
-Keep native vegetation filter strip along banks 
-Use straw or mulch to stabilize exposed soil 
-Maintain ground cover by reseeding with native vegetation 
 

-ST Cities 
MCWD 
UM-Ext 
HCD 
SDMLC 

Implement BMPs for commerical 
and retail parking 

-Permeable pavement 
-Incorporate center-island infiltration swales 
-Detention ponds with skimmer 

-ST Cities 
MCWD 
UM-Ext 
HCD 
SDMLC 

Implement BMPs for resdiental and 
commerical lawns 

-Phosphorus free fertilizer 
-Maximize native vegetation 
-Create riparian buffer strips along lakes and wetlands 
-Mow less frequently 
-Properly dispose of all organics material 
-Plant tall, native vegetation along shoreline 

-ST Cities 
MCWD 
UM-Ext 
HCD 
SDMLC 
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Table III.F-4 
Management Approaches Identified by RT6 

 
1) Lake Minnetonka and Langdon Lake (discharge of sediments, nutrients, chemicals, trash, oil, etc.) (H) 

Suggested Management Approach 

Monitor  water quality where Lost Lake and Seton/Black Lake outlet to Lake Minnetonka to determine role these lakes play in P-
Loading  
Pre-treat all stormwater runoff for new development via stormwater detention basins, catch basins, infiltration basins and rain gardens  
As County Highways and City Streets are repaired or upgraded, redesign to slope runoff away from lake-ward side of roadway and into 
infiltration swales or vegetated filter strips.   
Establish shoreline buffer strips of native vegetation on lake-ward side of roadways and residential lots.  
Where redevelopment occurs, retrofit site to accommodate stormwater ponds and other stormwater management practices.  
Develop and distribute “Shoreline Developers Handbook” to promote sustainable approaches to stormwater management on lakeshore 
lots.  
Develop and distribute “Developers Handbook” to promote stormwater management practices. 
Ordinance 
Permitting for commercial/residential development 
Resident shoreline handbook 

 

 
2) Lost Lake  (discharge of sediments, nutrients, chemicals, trash, oil, etc.) (H) 

Suggested Management Approach 

Pre-treat all stormwater runoff for new development via stormwater detention basins, catch basins, infiltration basins and rain gardens  
As County Highways and City Streets are repaired or upgraded, redesign to slope runoff away from lake-ward side of roadway and into 
infiltration swales or vegetated filter strips.   
Establish shoreline buffer strips of native vegetation on lake-ward side of roadways and residential lots.  
Evaluate sediments to determine if in-lake alum treatment is appropriate 
Survey fish population to determine if large numbers of carp and/or bullheads are present.  If large numbers of rough fish are present, 
rough fish removal may be warranted. 
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3) Seton Lake (discharge of sediments, nutrients, chemicals, trash, oil, etc.)  (H) 

Suggested Management Approach 

Pre-treat all stormwater runoff for new development via stormwater detention basins, catch basins, infiltration basins and rain gardens  
As County Highways and City Streets are repaired or upgraded, redesign to slope runoff away from lake-ward side of roadway and into 
infiltration swales or vegetated filter strips.   
Establish shoreline buffer strips of native vegetation on lake-ward side of roadways and residential lots.  
Evaluate sediments to determine if in-lake alum treatment is appropriate 
Survey fish population to determine if large numbers of carp and/or bullheads are present.  If large numbers of rough fish are present, 
rough fish removal may be warranted. 
Use mechanical or chemical treatment to remove rough fish. 
Control boat wake 

 

 
4) Snow disposal – Residential and Commercial Properties (H) 

Suggested Management Approach 

Identify disposal site with permeable soils and at least 3 feet of separation from water table. 
Establish vegetated filter strips where runoff from site might occur. 
Following melting, clean debris, sediment and other residual from site and if necessary, reseed to vegetative cover. 
Enforcement of rules and ordinances 

 

 
5) City of Mound Wastewater Treatment Plant – Phosphorus Loading to Langdon Lake and Lake Mtka (H) 

Suggested Management Approach 

Monitor phosphorus discharges from treatment pond into Langdon Lake and from Langdon Lake into Lost Lake and/or Cooks Bay. 
Assuming wastewater pond is source of phosphorus, drain pond, seal with clay liner and fill so that runoff into pond is diverted.  If 
pond is within wetland, restore to wetland after sealing and partly filling. 
Alum dosing where flows enter Cooks Bay.  
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6) Shoreline Erosion (all lakes) (H) 

Suggested Management Approach 

Enforce existing boat wake restrictions near shorelines with high erosion potential 
Natural rock rip-rap  
Riparian buffer strips  
Bioengineering – bank stabilization 
Bioengineering – Emergent/macrophyte establishment 
Diversion of stormwater runoff away from shorelines with high erosion potential 
Keep removal of native aquatic vegetation to a minimum, especially emergent vegetation. 

 

 
7) Lawn Fertilizer/Lawn Care Practices (H) 

Suggested Management Approach 

Phosphorus-free fertilizer 
Minimize area of “managed lawn”; maximize area of native vegetation/landscaping. 
Riparian buffer strips along lake or wetland boundaries 
Maintain grass at greater height – mow less frequently 
Dispose of all organic material, including leaves, grass clippings, etc in a compost bin and use for garden or landscaping mulch – do 
not dispose of organic material in lake or wetland buffers. 
Plant tall, native vegetation along shoreline (within buffer), to discourage use of lawn by Canada geese.  Where necessary, fencing 
may be erected to further discourage movement of geese. 
Create residential and developers handbook if not redundant 
Education – workshops, BMP demos 
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8) Stormwater Runoff (sediment, salt, etc.) From Roads and Parking Areas (H) 
Suggested Management Approach 

Short Term - Install catch basins   
Short Term – Route stormwater into dry swales, bioretention systems and wet ponds 
Short Term – Street sweeping on more frequent basis 
Long Term - Develop Roadway Reconstruction Stormwater Management Plan. 
Parking Areas:   
• Permeable pavement 
• Incorporate center-island infiltration swales to reduce stormwater volume 
• Detention pond with skimmer to remove sediment and catch floatable trash, oil and other materials 
• Street sweeping on more frequent basis 

 

 
9) Stormwater/Development-Related  Impacts to Wetlands and High Quality Natural Resources (H) 

Suggested Management Approach 

Create or maintain vegetative buffers  
Maintain hydroperiod per technical guidelines of Planning and Evaluation Guidelines for Addressing Potential Impacts or Urban 
Storm-Water and Snow-Melt Runoff on Wetlands ( Minnesota Stormwater Advisory Group, 1997)  
Pre-treat stormwater  to predevelopment loads and concentrations 
Monitor for invasive species – control as needed 
Investigate polyacrilimide potential use 

 

 
10) Boat traffic/turbulence (erosion and suspension of solids) (H) 

Suggested Management Approach 

Existing no-wake restrictions provide some existing controls.  Additional controls (limiting boat size/motors) in shallow bays would 
be politically unpopular. 
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11) Relocation/Reconstruction of Highway 15 (H) 

Suggested Management Approach 

Develop Roadway Reconstruction Stormwater Management Plan for Highway 15 and other major roadways.  Possible strategies 
include: 
• Increase setbacks from shoreline 
• Slope road surfaces away from water bodies and into dry swales, bioretention systems and wet ponds 
• Avoid curb and gutter where possible 
• Create vegetated buffers along roadway surfaces abutting lakes and/or wetland 
Maintain current traffic flow, if practical 

 

 

12) Redevelopment of existing lakeshore properties (H) 
Suggested Management Approach 

Develop and distribute “Shoreline Developers Handbook” to promote sustainable approaches to stormwater management on 
lakeshore lots.  This handbook will provide guidance on “source-based” controls to maintain or reduce sediment and phosphorus 
discharges.  Also for existing landowners with remodeling ideas. 

 

 
13) New residential or commercial development:  Presbyterian Homes Park Improvement, 

Brooks Lane Development Area (H) 
Suggested Management Approach 

Develop and distribute “Developers Handbook” (or Met Coucil book) to promote stormwater management BMPs 
Have developers fill out BMP manual matrix 
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G.  Regional Team 7 – Victoria, Chanhassen, Laketown 

Township, Waconia Township 
 
 

Regional Team 7 is located in the south-western portion of the Watershed District and includes 

the majority of the Six Mile Creek watershed, in addition to the Lake Minnewashta, Lake 

Virginia, and Schutz Lake watersheds (Figure III.A-1 in A. Description of Process).  It also 

includes small portions of the Christmas Lake and Galpin Lake watersheds.  The entire 

geographic area of Regional Team 7 encompasses numerous lakes and wetlands.  The Team met 

eight times from the summer of 2001 through October 2002.   

 

The membership of RT 7 consists of the following members: 

• John Barten, Three Rivers Park District 

• Mike Burton, Lundgren Brothers 

• Lori Haak, City of Chanhassen 

• Mike Klingelhutz, Laketown Township 

• Greg Lang, Lake Virginia Association 

• Mark Zabel, City of Victoria 

 

All issues and concerns were prioritized using the following criteria to assign a high, medium, or 

low priority ranking for each issue and concern: 

 

• Protecting/improving water quality 

• Public access 

• Ability to make a difference 

• Impact downstream 

• Cost/benefit 

• Is it our problem? 
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As a general rule, priority rankings were assigned to specific issues and concerns and not to 

natural resources or other water resource-related features in the MCWD.  For example, an 

erosion problem in a creek channel was assigned a priority ranking; however, the creek itself was 

not generally given a separate priority ranking.  The exception to this rule was for lakes; RT 7 

felt that individual lakes should be prioritized.  There was, however, considerable disagreement 

on which criteria should be applied in ranking lakes.  The general, although not complete, 

consensus for ranking lakes was based on the following: 

 

Future outcome (goal) for lake (as defined by     
in-lake total phosphorus concentrations)   Priority Ranking 
≤ 30 ug/L Total Phosphorus    High 
31 – 50 ug/L Total Phosphorus   Medium 
≥ 51 ug/L Total Phosphorus    Low 
 

Figure III.G-1 identifies the location of the issues and concerns initially raised by RT 7.   
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Key to Figure III.G-1 locations: 

1) Lake Minnewashta outlet -- problem with people tinkering with the lake outlet, which is 

an earthen weir/jchannel.  City is in process of replacing with permanent concrete outlet 

weir structure. 

2) Sediment to Christmas Lake from the tributary flowing in from the south at Powers Blvd.  

Desire to keep milfoil out of the lake. 

3) Erosion along Holly Lane (steep slope) into Christmas Lake, near Shorewood border.  

The City had looked into a project, but trouble finding a property. 

4) Development issues, stormwater impacts (multiple sites, many #4s). 

5) Currently open space, to be developed. 

6) Victoria is planning a major downtown renovation near Steiger. 

7) Construction of St. Victoria (a new church), near the existing site on Church Lake. 

8) 43 single family houses, development. 

9) New subdivisions – 440 acres near Wasserman, east of the lake. 

10) Residential development going in near golf course, near Lake Waconia. 

11) Commercial development (outside of watershed and RT boundaries) 

12) Crown College sewage treatment plant 

13) City of Victoria discharge into Steiger 

14) Some houses along Lake Virginia have private septic systems. 

15) Erosion – Smithtown Rd off Hwy 7 

16) Lake St. Joe and Lake Minnewashta – development related impacts  

17) Dairy farm near Turbid Lake – approx. 30 cows in lake in the summertime 

18) Dairy farm along Tellers Rd. 

19) Feedlot – cows along the ditch 

20) Old horse feedlot, near the creek 

21) Feedlot on Laketown Rd. 
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After examining both monitoring and modeling data, RT 7 developed a list of proposed goals for 

the lakes within its boundaries, as outlined in Table III.G-1. 

 

Table III.G-1 
Total phosphorus observed concentrations and goals for lakes in RT 7 

Lake 
 

June-Sept. 1997-2000 
observed mean TP level, 
[µg/L] (unless otherwise 

noted) 

MCWD 1997 
TP Goal [µg/L] 

RT 7 Proposed 
TP Goal [µg/L] 

Auburn East 63 (1986-1996 sporadic) 50 50 
Auburn West 41 (1997, 1998, 2000) 30 27 
Lunsten 80 (1997-1999, outlet) 90 70 
Minnewashta 22 25 20 
Parley 85 (1999-2000) 50 60-ST, 50-LT 
Pierson 39 (1997-1998) 27 27 
Schutz  50 40 
Steiger 39 (1997, 1999-2000) 50 30 
Stone 54 (1997, 1999-2000) 90 44-ST, 36-LT 
Virginia 46 (outlet) 49 40 
Wasserman 75 50 50 
Zumbra 27 35 25 

 

 

Based on its findings and discussions, Regional Team 7 recommends that the MCWD consider 

the following priority items.  Additional items are noted in Table III.G-2. 

 

1) General development-related impacts to water quantity/quality are a main concern in this 

area.  The District should work with developers and cities to incorporate BMPs where 

needed:  Infiltration, rain gardens, vegetated swales, buffers, street sweeping, and 

detention ponds.  New development should not result in a net increase in stormwater rate, 

volume or pollutant loading. 

2) Water quality monitoring should be extended to include more monitoring sites along Six 

Mile Creek.  This will enable the MCWD to better understand the pollutant loads in the 

watershed, as well as the loading that enters Halsteds Bay. 
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3) In all cases where possible, the MCWD should seek a “natural” approach to water 

resource management rather than a structured or chemical-addition approach.  This 

approach would seek to maximize the pollution reduction benefits of open space, 

wetlands, floodplains and vegetated stream corridors.  There are recognizably some cases 

when this natural approach will not work, and when a more structural approach will be 

needed.  In these instances, minimal adverse environmental impacts should result from 

the structure.  

4) Lake and Wetland Buffers - Encourage naturally vegetated buffers and “lakescaping”, 

especially on steep slopes and where shoreline erosion is occurring.  Many residential 

areas contain wetland fringe areas along lakeshores that are often separated from the lake 

by narrow beach ridges.   These wetland swales provide an excellent, natural vegetated 

swale that can intercept stormwater runoff draining to the lake from residential areas and 

should ideally be maintained in a natural state.  Yard waste (e.g., leaves, woody debris) 

should not be dumped into wetlands or wetland buffers.  In addition to constituting fill 

into public waters, this organic material introduces additional nutrient inputs to the lake.  

Organic waste should be composted and properly applied to plantings and landscaping 

where it will not be washed off into the lake. 

5) Tile/Ditch Inventory - Agricultural land, particularly within Laketown Township, is 

extensively tiled as attested by the presence of surface intakes within most depressions.  

Most of these depressions were historically landlocked and did not directly contribute to 

area lakes.  A survey of tile/ditch outfalls discharging to lakes is recommended.  The 

purpose of the survey would be to locate tile/ditch locations, estimate discharge rates, and 

collect grab samples for water quality analysis.  Where pollutant loads exceed allocation 

levels, stormwater treatment ponds and restored wetlands should be implemented to 

pretreat runoff.   Rock inlets should be installed in place of vertical riser pipes on all tile 

inlets.  Based on local monitoring (Carver County SWCD, personal communication), 

rock inlets can reduce TSS by up to 70%, TP by 50% , and substantially reduce peak flow 

rates and volume of stormwater runoff.  

6) A Construction Site BMP manual should be made available and distributed to local units 

of government and builders. 
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7) An Erosion Control BMP manual should be made available and distributed to local units 

of government and builders. 

8) Eroding, steeply sloped areas and shoreline erosion should be stabilized and restored, and 

possibly used as demonstration sites to show other lakeshore residents proper shoreland 

BMPs.  A Lakeshore Development BMP manual should be made available to lakeshore 

developers and residents. 

9) Agricultural BMPs - Erodible soils on steep slopes are common in Laketown Township.  

Conservation practices such as minimum tillage, contour farming, terracing, riparian 

buffers and vegetative filter strips are generally lacking.  A targeted effort by the Carver 

County SWCD, UM Extension, Natural Resource Conservation Service and the 

Township should be made to complete and implement Farm Management Plans that 

incorporate pollutant load reduction goals within the respective subwatershed.     

10) Water quality and ecological integrity of RT 7 lakes should be at minimum maintained, 

but preferably improved though reductions in inputs of sediments, nutrients, trash, oil, 

etc.  Specific water quality goals are listed in Attachment 3.  MCWD water quality goals 

for RT 7 lakes should be revised to reflect these recommended goals, which are based on 

the observed and predicted in-lake phosphorus concentrations, as well as the intended use 

of each lake. 

11) This Hydrologic and Hydraulic Study, which incorporated “event-based” modeling, does 

not accurately account for how water elevations respond to prolonged wet periods, such 

as that which occurred during the summer of 2002.  As 2002 precipitation data become 

available, a rerun of the hydrologic/hydraulic model should be completed using 

continuous 2002 precipitation data.  This modeling can be calibrated to actual Lake 

Minnetonka Lake elevations during the summer of 2002. 

12) Pierson Lake - The ditch extending from the Township Road north of Pierson Lake 

(Tellers Road) to Pierson Lake drains a substantial area of agricultural land and also 

includes a feedlot operation.  The feedlot, which is located at the northern terminus of the 

ditch, should be evaluated to determine if runoff from the feedlot goes into the ditch.  A 

Feedlot Evaluation model (FLEvel) should be completed (if not recently run for this 

feedlot) to determine whether this feedlot contributes significant phosphorus loads to 
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Pierson Lake.   If significant phosphorus loading is occurring via this ditch, a pond or 

wetland treatment system should be constructed near the outfall into Pierson Lake. 

13) DNR Boat Access – The DNR Boat Access at Pierson Lake (as well as several others), 

consists of a gravel access road and parking area with little buffer between the lake and 

impervious areas.  While this boat access drains a fairly small area and, by itself, most 

likely has minimal impact to Pierson Lake, it offers an excellent opportunity to educate 

lake residents on shoreline BMPs.  Presumably, most lake residents visit this access at 

least several times per year as they launch their boats.  Shoreland management BMPs 

could be implemented along with educational signage for both lake residents and 

nonresidents at the boat launch site. Mailings could be made to lake residents informing 

them of the boat access improvements. 

14) Lake Wasserman water quality - A FLEval Model should be completed for the feedlot on 

the west side of Lake Wasserman to determine loading and optimal BMPs to reduce 

pollutant loading to the lake.  Expand the width and quality of buffers where horse 

pasture adjoins wetlands and creek between Marsh and Wasserman Lakes.  The stream 

channel at the Marsh Lake Road culvert crossing has significant erosion.  In particular, 

downstream of the culvert, the channel has become entrenched.  The culvert should be 

reset into place so that the culvert invert is below the stream bottom.  The stream channel 

should be stabilized using grade control and bank stabilization practices. 

15) Residential Development (City of Victoria) - The large residential development/golf 

course (Deer Run Subdivision) could be improved with selective use of natural buffers on 

steep slopes and wetland edges, especially on the golf course.  Where feasible, residents 

should be encouraged to convert lawn areas to natural vegetative cover.  An evaluation 

and monitoring effort should be undertaken to determine effectiveness of stormwater 

pond and conveyance system on a development-wide basis.  Other BMPs, if appropriate, 

should be integrated into a “treatment train system”.  

16) Redevelopment of City of Victoria - The current redevelopment projects in the City of 

Victoria present an excellent opportunity to incorporate stormwater management 

practices in an urban setting where none previously existed.  New development should 

incorporate the use of buffers containing native grasses, forbs, shrubs and trees along the 

shoreline and steep slopes of Steiger Lake.  All stormwater runoff should first be 
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pretreated and then discharged into infiltration and wetland treatment systems before 

outletting into Steiger Lake.  Where possible, on-site treatment practices should be 

incorporated to provide source-based controls. 

17) There is a potential wetland restoration site located in SMC-13, just before the creek 

flows under Highway 5.  A wetland at this location would treat a substantial amount of 

the runoff generated in the residential areas of Victoria (SMC 12-13).   This wetland is 

currently a reed canary grass monotype of poor quality.   Wetland enhancements should 

focus on improving vegetative diversity, increasing residence time of stormwater and 

converting stormwater channel flow to sheet flow as water moves into and out of the 

wetland.  Results of the Wetland Phosphorus Assimilation Capacity Study, currently 

underway in the Painter Creek Watershed, can be used to evaluate phosphorus load 

reduction that can be achieved from this wetland treatment system. 

18) Feedlots North of Turbid Lake - There are feedlots located in SMC-32/33, just north of 

Turbid Lake, and in SMC-34, along Laketown Rd.  FLEval models should be completed 

for these feedlots (if not recently completed) to determine if feedlot runoff is entering 

Turbid or Lunsten Lake.  If feedlot runoff is occurring, BMPs should be implemented to 

lower phosphorus loading to within required load limits for Lunsten Lake and Turbid 

Lake (contingent on Turbid Lake Diagnostic Study).  

19) There is currently no water quality monitoring data for Turbid Lake and Mud Lake.  

Monitoring data should be collected and a diagnostic study completed to determine water 

quality status.  Based on this study, a phosphorus load allocation should be completed to 

set load targets and define specific water quality improvement strategies.  

20) Turbid Lake/Lunsten Lake Corridor and Wetland Restoration - The drainageway between 

Turbid and Lunsten Lake contains three potential wetland restoration sites, all located in 

SMC-34.  Wetlands at these locations could treat runoff generated in the agricultural 

areas and future new development in SMC 32-34.  These wetlands are generally reed 

canary grass monotypes with small ditches conveying most of the stormwater.  Wetland 

restoration should focus on encouraging stormwater to sheet flow across these wetlands 

and improve vegetative diversity.   Buffers upslope of the wetland edge are generally 

lacking and should be expanded where possible.  
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21) Parley Lake: Pond/Wetland System at Lower End of Golf Course -  The pond/wetland 

system at the downstream end of SMC-41 should be evaluated to determine if it 

effectively treats the drainage from the watershed, which includes a newly constructed 

golf course.  The pond appears to be deep with steep side slopes that do not favor 

establishment of emergent vegetation.  An additional concern is that the depth of the 

pond favors anoxic conditions resulting in the release of phosphorus.  The pond and 

adjacent wetland should be evaluated to determine if modifications can be made that 

improve stormwater retention time, phosphorus assimilation and wetland vegetative 

diversity. 

22) Several improvements could be made on the Crown College campus (SMC-43,47,48,61) 

to improve water quality in the Parley/Mud Lake watersheds.  The campus contains a 

large amount of highly impervious surfaces, mostly in the form of parking lots.  These 

parking lots, in addition to the various ball fields on the campus, drain to a creek that then 

drains into Parley.  This creek lacks quality vegetative buffers, and a substantial amount 

of the pollutants leaving the campus probably end up in the creek.  In many instances, 

vegetation on the steep slopes along the edges of the creek has been removed, leaving 

bare soil exposed.  Naturally vegetated buffers should be encouraged, especially on these 

steep riparian slopes.  Additionally, buffers should be implemented around the small 

ponds located throughout the campus.  Salt piles are currently located on one of the 

parking lots.  Salt storage BMPs should be implemented on the campus. 
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The following sets of tables detail the information regarding the issues and concerns that were discussed throughout the regional team 

meeting process.  Table III.G-2 lists the aggregated issues and concerns identified by the Team and consultants, the priority placed by 

the Team members on the issue, and the desired goal they would like to see in the future.  Table III.G-3 lists the management 

approaches identified by RT 7 for each issue and concern. 

 

 

Table III.G-2 
RT 7 List of Issues/Concerns, Priorities and Goals 

Issue/Concern* Priority Future Outcome/Goal 

General development-related impacts to water 
quantity/quality (#4,5,8,11) 
 
Development pressure on Lake St. Joe, a type 5 
wetland (#16) 
 
Residential development near Lake Waconia 
(#10) 
 
Development along Lake Minnewashta (#16) 
 
Development (440 acres) near Wasserman – 
Lundgren Bros (#9) 
 
New Church (near Church Lake) 
 
Downtown Victoria redevelopment near Steiger 
(#6) 
 

Existing: L 
New development: H 

Redevelopment: H 
 

Stormwater rate and volume controlled to pre-development 
conditions. 
Meet water quality standards for receiving water bodies 
More environmentally sensitive development practices – increase in 
use of swales, rain gardens, low impact development, etc. 
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Issue/Concern* Priority Future Outcome/Goal 

City of Victoria discharge into Steiger (#13) 
(historical) 
 

H More information on potential P loading resulting from WWTP 
 

Crown College sewage treatment plant (#12) 
(historical) 
 

H More information on potential P loading resulting from WWTP 
 

Private septic systems (#14) 
 

L No leaking private septic systems 
 

Farms and feedlots, poor practices 
(#17,18,19,20,21)  

H Feedlots brought into MPCA compliance 
 

Hydrologic alterations – greater volumes, flow 
rates and duration results in increased erosion 
and scour; preserve predevelopment hydrology 

 
H 

 
Better stormwater management, less runoff, more infiltration 
 

 
Loss of open space/natural areas (#5) 

 
H 

 
Preserve high value (for water quantity and quality) existing open 
spaces 

Under-sized storm water ponds M Better sized storm water ponds 
Car dump, Lake St. Joe L/M Cleaned up 
Isolated type 1 and 2 wetlands 
disproportionately impacted 

H Greater emphasis on protection and restoration of Type 1 and 2 
wetlands 

Sediment deposition to Christmas Lake from 
south tributary at Powers Blvd (#2) 

M Minimal erosion, clean lake 

Erosion – Smithtown Rd off Hwy 7 (#15) M Minimal erosion, clean lake 
Erosion along Holly Ln into Christmas Lake, 
delta in the lake (#3) 

M Minimal erosion, clean lake 

Lake Minnewashta outlet – people manipulate it L Having an outlet structure 
Eurasian Milfoil M Control where already exists; prevent further spread to uninfected 

lakes 
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Issue/Concern* Priority Future Outcome/Goal 

Rough fish M Rough fish control 
LAKES – Note that lakes are prioritized based on water quality goals.  These goals reflect the potential of the lake to fully support swimming 
and other water contact activities.  Priorities are also defined for issues/concerns.  Where issues/concerns pertain to a specific lake, the priority 
assigned to the issue/concern may not necessarily be the same as for the lake.  For this reason, a low or medium priority lake may be 
considered a high priority with respect to addressing specific issues/concerns that bear on the lake’s water quality. 
Pierson H 27 
Wasserman L 50 
Steiger H 30 
Zumbra H 25 
Stone M 36 LT, 44 ST,  watch developoment of wetlands 
Auburn E M 50 
Auburn W H 27 
Lunsten L 70 
Parley L 50 LT, 60 ST 
Minnewashta H 20 
Virginia M 40 
Schutz M 40 
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Table III.G-3.  Management Approaches Identified by RT7. 
Priorities in parentheses: H = High, M = Medium, L = Low.   

Under the “When” column: Immediate = <1 year; ST = 1-5 years; LT = >5 years. 
 

1)  Development-related impacts to water quantity/quality (Existing development – L; new and redevelopment – H) 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Work with developers and cities to incorporate practices where needed:  
Infiltration, rain gardens, vegetated swales, buffers, street sweepting, detention 
ponds 

MCWD, Cities 
 

ST → LT

Construction site BMP manual/information made available to builders (including 
silt fence installation guidelines) 

MCWD, Cities ST 

Lakeshore Development BMP manual LMCD, MCWD, Cities ST 
Homeowner education  MCWD, Cities ST → LT
Educating city staff and developers MCWD, Cities, MECA, NEMO ST → LT
Revise stormwater management standards to incorporate a “tiered approach” to 
avoid, minimize, and mitigate stormwater impacts in the following order: 1) avoid 
removing vegetation, 2) revegetate ASAP, 3) treat on-site, 4) treat on-site to off-
site, 5) treat off-site, 6) treat in transition off-site (movement to stream/lake), 7) 
treat in situ  

MCWD, Cities ST 

Low impact development design approaches Developers, Cities, MetCouncil, 
MCWD 

MT → 
LT 

 

 

2)  City of Victoria discharge into Steiger (historical) (#13) (H) 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Communication/meetings with Victoria MCWD ST 
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3) Crown College sewage treatment plant (#12) (H)
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Monitor outflow from lagoon to Parley Lake Crown College, MCWD, Met 
Council, County 

ST 

If P discharge is occurring, develop alternative system that meets water quality 
goals for Parley Lake. 

Crown College, City MT 

 

 

 

4)  Private septic systems (#14) (L) 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Septic system inventory to determine compliance SWCD, City ST → LT
 

 

5)  Farms and feedlots, poor practices (#17,18,19,20,21) (H) 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Enforce state standards 
Target areas for involvement 
Farm mgmt plans:  contour farming, minimum tillage, feedlot BMPs, reduce use 
of P in fertilizers, education 
CRP, RIM 

County 
SWCDs 
MCWD 

ST → LT
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6)  Hydrologic alterations – greater volumes, flow rates and duration results in increased erosion and scour;  
preserve predevelopment hydrology (H) 

Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Limit imperviousness 
Promote infiltration 
Stormwater retention/detention ponds 
Low Impact Development approaches 
MetCouncil’s “Urban Small Sites BMP Manual” 

Cities 
MCWD 
County 

ST → LT

 

7)  Loss of open space/natural areas (#5) (H) 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Conservation easements w/strong regulation 
Require park dedication 
Apply park dedication fees to preserve land 
Enourage passive use 

Cities, County,  MCWD, DNR 
Metro Greenways 

ST → LT

 

8)  Under-sized storm water ponds (M) 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Education MCWD, Cities, County ST 

Retrofit stormwater ponds to improve efficiency and increase size Cities, MCWD MT 

 

 

9)  Car dump, Lake St. Joe 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Enforce laws pertaining to dumping City, County ST → 
MT 
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10)  Isolated type 1 and 2 wetlands disproportionately impacted (H) 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Avoid impacts to isolated type 1 and 2 wetlands Developers, Cities ST → LT
Require that mitigation be type for type  MCWD, City, County, SWCD ST → LT

 

 

11) Erosion/sediment deposition –  Christmas Lake, Smithtown Rd, Holly Lane (#2,3,15)  (M) 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Implement and enforce effective erosion control on all municipal, state/federal 
agency and private construction projects 

MCWD, City, County ST → LT

Establish WD guidance document on “Erosion control BMPs” MCWD MT 
WD work with city local stormwater plans to implement effective erosion control 
program 

MCWD MT 

 

12)  Lake Minnewashta outlet – people manipulate it (L) 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Install a structure (structure has already been designed) City, MCWD ST 
Maintain and operate outlet structure after installation City ST → LT

 

 

13)  Eurasian Milfoil (M) 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Education 
Chemically control small infestations 
Harvest large infestations 
Chemically control in certain locations to provide/maintain lake access 

DNR, Lakeshore homeowners, 
Homeonwner Associations, 
Dept of Agriculture 

ST → 
MT 
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14)  Rough fish (M) 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Install adjustable fish gate at inlet/outlet between waters with low and high rough 
fish infestations 

ST → LT

Netting ST 
Examine likelihood of carp control through freeze-outs; avoid aeration of shallow 
lakes marginally suited to game fish. 

DNR 

MT 

 

 

15) Pierson Lake water quality 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Agricultural BMPs Farmers, NRCS, CSWCD ST 
Detention pond to treat ditched agricultural runoff north of the lake MCWD, Laketown Township MT 
Feedlot Evaluation model for feedlot at north end of ditch SWCD MT 
Shoreline development BMPs Landowners, County, MCWD ST 
DNR boat access improvement/demonstration site DNR, MCWD MT 
No net increase in TP in runoff for new development Developers, Township, MCWD ST 

 

16) Lake Wasserman water quality 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Agricultural BMPs Farmers, NRCS, CSWCD MT 
Retrofit BMPs in existing residential areas Developers, Cities ST → LT
Rough fish management MCWD, DNR ST →MT
Feedlot Evaluation model for feedlot on west side of lake SWCD MT 
Evaluate loading/monitor SMC-2 and ditched wetland in SMC-4 MCWD ST →MT
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17) Steiger Lake water quality 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

City of Victoria redevelopment (retrofit stormwater ponds)  Developers, City of Victoria, 
MetCouncil, Three Rivers Park 
District 

MT → 
LT 

No net increase in TP in runoff for new development Developers, City of Victoria, 
MetCouncil 

MT → 
LT 

Wetland restoration MCWD, Cities MT 
 

18) Zumbra Lake water quality 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Shoreline/residential development BMPs Landowners, CSWCD, MCWD ST → 
MT 

No net increase in TP in runoff for new development Developers, Cities, MCWD ST → 
MT 

Hwy 7 runoff control/stormwater management Developers, MNDOT, MCWD, 
Cities 

ST → 
MT 

 

 

19) Stone Lake water quality 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Shoreline development BMPs Landowners, CSWCD, MCWD ST → 
MT 

No net increase in TP in runoff for new development (predicted increase in TP 
due to increase in single family residential land use) 

Developers, Cities, MCWD ST → 
MT 

Hwy 7 runoff control/stormwater management Developers, MNDOT, MCWD, 
Cities 

ST → 
MT 

Agricultural BMPs Farmers, NRCS, CSWCD MT 
Investigate role of adjacent wetlands MCWD MT 
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20) Lake Auburn East water quality 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Better monitoring data MCWD, Three Rivers Park 
District 

ST 

Investigate role of TP load from wetlands (SMC-11) MCWD ST 
Investigate influence of historic wastewater effluent City, MetCouncil ST 
Urban/residential BMPs City, MCWD ST 

 

 

21) Lake Auburn West water quality 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Investigate wetland in SMC-28 MCWD MT 
 

 

22) Lunsten Lake water quality 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Agricultural BMPs;  Feedlot Evaluation model for feedlots in Turbid Lake 
watershed 

Farmers, NRCS, County MT 

Residential BMPs MCWD, developers MT 
Curly leaf pondweed management MCWD, Three Rivers Park 

District 
MT 

Rough fish management MCWD, DNR ST →MT
Erosion control MCWD, Three Rivers Park 

District 
ST → 
MT 

Tile inventory MCWD ST 
Wetland restorations MCWD, Cities MT 
Additional monitoring MCWD ST → LT
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23) Parley Lake water quality 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Golf course BMPs Golf courses, County, City ST → LT
Wetland P load analysis MCWD ST → LT
Agricultural BMPs Farmers, NRCS, County ST → LT
Curly leaf pondweed management MCWD, City, Three Rivers 

Park District 
MT 

Rough fish management MCWD, DNR ST →MT
Crown College campus stormwater management improvements Crown College, MCWD, City ST 
Evaluation of pond/wetland system at downstream end of SMC-41. MCWD MT 
No net increase in TP in runoff for new development Developers, Cities, MCWD ST → LT

 

24) Lake Minnewashta water quality 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Shoreline/residential development BMPs Landowners, SWCD, MCWD ST → LT
Maintenance of existing BMPs MCWD, City ST → LT
Encourage residential BMPs (rain gardens, etc.) MCWD, City ST → LT
Curly leaf pondweed management MCWD, City MT 
Milfoil management MCWD, City MT 
Need to watch lake water quality trends (is TP increasing?) MCWD ST → LT
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25) Lake Virginia water quality 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Curly leaf pondweed management Lake Virginia Association, 
City, CSWCD 

MT 

Erosion control along outlet from Minnewashta Residents, City MT 
Private septic systems MCWD, City ST 
Rough fish management MCWD, DNR ST →MT
Residential BMPs Landowners, CSWCD, MCWD ST → LT
Investigate role of Tamarack lake (LV-1) City MT 

 

 

26) Schutz Lake water quality 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Monitor water quality of lake MCWD, Three Rivers Park 
District 

ST → LT

Shoreline/residential development BMPs Landowners, County, MCWD ST → LT
No net increase in TP in runoff for new development Developers, Cities, MCWD ST → LT
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H.  Regional Team 8 – Watertown Township, Minnetrista, St. 

Bonifacius 
 
 

Regional Team 8 is located in the western portion of the Watershed District and includes 

portions of western Lake Minnetonka including Halsteds Bay, Jennings Bay and the West Upper 

Bay.  RT8 also includes Dutch Lake, the lower portion of the Six Mile Creek watershed 

(including Mud Lake) and the upper portion of the Langdon Lake watershed (Figure III.A-1 in A. 

Description of Process).  The Team met eight times from May 2001 through October 2002. 

 

The membership of RT 8 consists of: 

• Eugene Partyka 

• Ron Fuchs 

• Roxanne Jordan 

• John Applegate 

• Tim Clark 

• Paul Moline 

• Shawn Ruotsinoja  

 

The Team was facilitated by Diane Lynch of Lynch Associates, and technical environmental 

input was provided by various members of Emmons and Olivier Resources (EOR), including 

Christa Bren, Pat Conrad, Tony DeMars, Gary Oberts, Cecilio Olivier and Andrea Plevan. 

 

Following the identification of issues and concerns, RT members were asked to prioritize the 

issue as a high, medium, or low priority.  Criteria for selection of priorities were: 

• Ability to make a difference 

• Impact to downstream waters/areas 

• Extent of problem 

• Ease of remedy 
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• Cost 

• Remedial action already taken 

• Point sources/identifiable sources 

 

Figure III.H-1 identifies the location of the issues and concerns initially raised by RT8.
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Key to Figure III.H-1 locations: 

1 – 5)  Area of new development – Impervious area increases (densities of 1-2 units/acre) 

6) Industrial Development Proposed 

7) Commercial Development – Compost Facility 

8) Three Rivers Park District – Lake Minnetonka Boat Access Parking Lot (Impervious 

Area) 

9) High Density Residential Near Lake Minnetonka 

10) Impervious Areas along CSAH 92 

11) Future Growth Area for St. Boni 

12) Area Slated for Future Development 

13) Area Slated for Future Development 

14) Area Slated for Future Development 

15) Saunders Lake Development (North and South Phase) 

16) Halsteds Bay Water Quality 

17) Highway 7 Reconstruction – Drainage to Six-Mile Creek 

18) Painter Creek Development 

19) Dutch Lake/Sunnybrook Development 

20) School Dist. Property – Large Area of Lawn and Impervious Surfaces 

21) Bur Oak Golf Course – Water Quality Impacts 

22) Red Oak Golf Course - Water Quality Impacts 

23) Kings Point, Lake Mtka. – Dev-Related Impacts to Shoreline, Wetlands, Water Quality 

24) Junk Yard West of Hill Rd.- Debris in Wetland 

25) Maplewood Street Development – St. Boni 

26) Centennial Ave. – Development-Related Impacts 

27) Highland Ave. – Development –Related Impacts 

28) Old Gas Station, Highland Rd. & Hwy 7 – LUST tank release site 

29) Rolling Acres – Failed Septic Systems 

30) Old Dump Site, St. Boni 

31) Ravine Erosion Site 

32) Blackowika Garbage Haulers, Spring Park Sewage Discharged at this Site 
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After examining both monitoring and modeling data, RT8 developed a list of proposed goals for 

the lakes and bays within and along its boundaries, as outlined in Table III.H-1. 

 

Table III.H-1 
Total phosphorus observed concentrations and goals for lakes and bays in RT8 

Lake/Bay 
 

June-Sept. 1997-2000 
observed mean TP level, 
[µg/L] (unless otherwise 

noted) 

MCWD 1997 
TP Goal [µg/L] 

RT8 Proposed  
TP Goal [µg/L] 

Lakes:    
Dutch 60 50 40 
Langdon 87 (2000)* 50 55 
Mud none none none** 
Bays:    
Halsteds 122 50 50 
Jennings 94 90 50 
West Upper 28 30 25 

*TP average of 1997, 1999, and 2000 is 128 µg/l.  The 2000 estimate is more reflective of current 
conditions since there was an alum treatment applied to Langdon Lake in 1998. 
**Subject to overall load reductions as prescribed for the Six Mile Creek watershed 
 

Based on findings and discussion, Regional Team 8 recommends that the MCWD consider the 

following priority items.  

 

1) A suite of specific topical BMP manuals should be available for distribution to those 

most in need of assistance.  For example, a Construction Site/Erosion Control BMP 

manual should be made available to builders, a Lakeshore Development BMP manual for 

lakeshore developers and residents, a Surface Water Management BMP manual for 

communities, a Erosion/Fertilizer BMP manual for landowners and farmers, and a Golf 

Course Maintenance BMP manual for golf course owners.  These manuals could be based 

on subsets of the District’s current Urban Runoff BMP Manual, but more focused on a 

particular need. 

2) Existing BMPs used in the RT8 area should be evaluated for effectiveness.  Application 

of new BMPs should occur whenever re-development or new construction (such as road 

building) occurs.  The intent of this “retrofit” concept is to introduce nonpoint source 
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pollution control to areas that are under-served or have developed without adequate 

runoff management. 

3) Low Impact Development approaches should be used along with infiltration management 

to help reduce the impact of impervious areas.  The Final HHPLS Report will include a 

map of infiltration potential to be used in planning Low Impact Development Potential.  

The Minnesota Land Cover Classification completed for the MCWD HHPLS as part of 

this project will also provide valuable information for Low Impact Development 

Planning. 

4) For areas where agricultural land uses are dominant, the Natural Resource Conservation 

Service and Carver/Hennepin Conservation District should work closely with farmers to 

integrate BMPs that reduce sediment/nutrient runoff in accordance with pollutant load 

reduction goals established by RT8.  

5) A drainage tile, ditch and structure inventory should be conducted for agricultural areas 

of RT8 to better understand the hydrologic and pollutant transport functions that these 

systems play in agricultural areas of the MCWD.  The purpose of the survey would be to 

locate tile/ditch locations, estimate discharge rates and collect grab samples for water 

quality analysis.  Where pollutant loads exceed allocation levels, stormwater treatment 

ponds and restored wetlands should be implemented to pretreat runoff.   Rock inlets 

should be installed in place of vertical riser pipes on all tile inlets.  Based on local 

monitoring (Carver County SWCD, personnel communication), rock inlets can reduce 

TSS by up to 70%, TP by 50% , and substantially reduce peak flow rates of stormwater 

runoff. 

6) Additional water quality/quantity monitoring stations should be installed along Six Mile 

Creek.  Stations should collect continuous, flow-weighted water quality, precipitation and 

stream flow data. 

7) As water quality/quantity monitoring data are improved and updated, the HHPLS models 

should be updated as well. 

8) An environmental impact analysis of the proposed Six Mile Creek dredging should be 

conducted before further consideration is given to this proposal. The environmental 

impact analysis should include an assessment of impacts to water quality in Halsteds Bay, 

wetlands, and fish and wildlife habitat. 
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9) To better quantify internal loading and intra-lake circulation influences on Halsteds and 

Jennings Bay water quality, additional data are necessary to calibrate the Lake 

Minnetonka BATHTUB model. 

10) Mud Lake should be managed as a wildlife lake where submerged, floating leaf and 

emergent aquatic plant communities are protected.  In addition, water quality monitoring 

should be expanded to include monitoring of Mud Lake to obtain adequate data to assess 

current conditions and establish water quality goals. 

11) Where goose populations are high and contribute to phosphorus loading, a goose 

management program should be developed.  The goose management program should 

focus first on lowering the attractiveness of shoreland areas to geese through vegetation 

management and the use of barriers.  Where necessary, relocation or eradication of 

resident populations may be necessary. 

12) Boaters should be educated about the impacts of boat wake on re-suspension of 

sediments/phosphorus and shoreline erosion.  Enforcement of existing no-wake 

regulations and designation of additional no-wake zones should be considered where 

shallow water (less than 9 feet) occurs in heavy boat traffic areas of the lake. 

13) Where possible, the MCWD should seek a “natural” approach to water resource 

management rather than a structured or chemical-addition approach.  The cities and the 

MCWD should work with the Lake Minnetonka Conservation District to maximize  

pollution reduction benefits of open space, wetlands, floodplains and vegetated stream 

corridors.  There are recognizably some cases when a natural approach will not work, and 

when a more structural approach will be needed.  In these instances, minimal adverse 

environmental impacts should result from placement of structures. 

14)  The Crown College campus contains a large amount of highly impervious surfaces, 

mostly in the form of parking lots.  These parking lots, in addition to the various ball 

fields on the campus, drain to a creek that then drains into Parley.  This creek lacks 

quality vegetative buffers, and a substantial amount of the pollutants leaving the campus 

probably end up in the creek.  In many instances, vegetation on the steep slopes along the 

edges of the creek has been removed, leaving bare soil exposed.  Naturally vegetated 

buffers should be encouraged, especially on these steep riparian slopes.  Additionally, 

buffers should be implemented around the small ponds located throughout the campus.  
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Salt piles are currently located on one of the parking lots.  Salt storage BMPs should be 

implemented on the campus. 

15) Residential development is occurring at a fast pace in St. Bonifacius, currently providing 

the opportunity for developers and the city to implement BMPs while still in the 

planning/construction phase.  Existing residential developments could be improved with 

selective use of natural buffers on steep slopes.  Stormwater ponds often lack viable 

vegetative filter strips.  Other BMPs, if appropriate, should be integrated into a “treatment 

train system”.  

16) This Hydrologic and Hydraulic Study, which incorporated “event-based” modeling, does 

not accurately account for how water elevations respond to prolonged wet periods, such 

as that which occurred during the summer of 2002.  As 2002 precipitation data become 

available, a rerun of the hydrologic/hydraulic model should be completed using 

continuous 2002 precipitation data.  This modeling can be calibrated to actual Lake 

Minnetonka elevations during the summer of 2002. 
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The following sets of tables detail the information regarding the issues and concerns that were 

discussed throughout the regional team meeting process.  Table III.H-2 lists the aggregated 

issues and concerns identified by the Team and consultants, the priority placed by the Team 

members on the issue, and the desired goal they would like to see in the future.  Table III.H-3 

lists the management approaches identified by RT8 for each issue and concern. 
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Table III.H-2 
RT8 List of Issues/Concerns, Priorities and Goals 
(# in parentheses refers to ID# from Figure III.H-1) 

Issue/Concern Priority Future Outcome/Goal 

Residential Development Issues: 
Jennings Bay -- Impervious expanded with new development densities of 
1 - 2 units/acre (#1) 

H 

High density residential development (near L Mtka) (#9) M/H 
Painter Creek Development (#18) M Ex

is
tin

g 

Maplewood Street development near St. Boni (#25) M 
Saunders development – south phase (in progress) (#15) M 
Saunders development – north phase (future) (#15) M 
Other new developments (#12, 13, 14) M/H 

Em
er

gi
ng

 

Dutch Lake – Sunnybrook Development (#19) M 
Future growth area for S. Boni (#11) M 

Pr
e-

de
ve

lo
pm

en
t 

Kings Point, Lake Mtka – intense development and related impacts to 
shoreline, wetlands, and lake water quality (#23) 
 

M/H 

Commercial/Industrial Development 
Industrial development area (#6) L 

Ex
is

tin
g 

Commercial development/compost facility (#7) M 

Stormwater rate and volume controlled 
Meet water quality standards for receiving 
water bodies 
More environmentally sensitive development 
practices 

Impervious runoff -- fertilizers, road salt, oil 
 

H 

Lake shore impervious areas and runoff 
 

H 

Hennepin Regional Park – large impervious parking area for boats, etc. (#8) M 

Meet water quality standards for receiving 
water bodies 
Stormwater rate and volume controlled 
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Issue/Concern Priority Future Outcome/Goal 

St. Boni – lots of impervious areas associated with CSAH 92, ¼ mile W of 
interception and up to railroad (#10) 

M 

Hwy 7 reconstruction – both sides of road now drain to Six-Mile Creek (#17) M 
School District – large surface area of lawn and parking lot (impervious surfaces) 
(#20) 

M 

 

Fertilizers/pesticides  M Less fertilizers and pesticides in runoff 
Meet water quality standards for receiving 
water bodies 

Steep slopes - erosion/sedimentation M/H Reduced erosion 
Tiles/ditching  - uncertainty over location and condition L/M Known locations and conditions 
Feedlots/horse farms M More environmentally sensitive feedlot 

practices 
Halsteds Bay (#16) H 

 
60 µg/L total phosphorus 
Fishable 

Mud Lake  M No water quality or habitat degradation 
Geese on public beaches 
 

L Less geese 

Erosion on lakes that allow excessive watercraft use M Reduced erosion 
 

Degradation of wetlands from urban development and agriculture M/H Healthy, productive wetlands 
Better understanding of wetlands 
Incorporate wetlands into the landscape 

Loss of wetlands from drainage/filling 
 

M No net loss of wetlands 
 

Wetland role in P source vs. sink 
 

 Better understanding of P cycling in wetlands 
 

Ravine erosion site (#31) M Minimal erosion 
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Issue/Concern Priority Future Outcome/Goal 

Flooding at Centennial Ave and Highland Rd (#26, 27) 
 

M 

Flooding along drainageway south of Wildwood in St. Boni – private driveway 
and CSAH 92 (Also noted in City of Minnetrista SWMP) 

M 
 

Preliminary modeling suggests potential flooding Six Mile Creek Rd., Viking Rd., 
Grimm Rd. 

M 

Minimal flooding 

Junkyard – concern over dumping in wetlands (W of Hill Rd); wetland being used 
as illegal dumping site for refrigerators, computers, etc. (#24) 

M/H Clean up 
Eliminate potential releases of hazardous 
substances into the environment 

Old gas station located at Highland Rd. and Hwy 7 (LUST) tank release site (#28) M 
Rolling Acres failed septic (#29) H 
Old St. Boni dump site (#30) M 
Blackowika Garbage Haulers - Spring Park had sewers pumped out with effluent 
and hauled to this location (#32) 

L/M 

No non-compliant sites 
 

Bur Oak Golf Course (#21) M 
Red Oak Golf Course (#22) M 

Herbicide BMP standards met 
No excess P applied in fertilizer 

Lawn fertilizers; fixation with weed-free lawns M/H Lowered use of lawn fertilizers 

Six-Mile Creek dredging – resuspension of sediments and P from both dredging 
and boat traffic 

H No dredging, or ensure minimal impact 
resulting from potential dredging 

Wellhead protection program/groundwater management M  
Increased demand on water supply; new water treatment plan M  
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Table III.H-3 
Management Approaches Identified by RT8 

Priorities in parentheses: H = High, M = Medium, L = Low.   
Under the “When” column: I =Immediate = <1 year; ST = 1-5 years; LT = >5 years. 

 
 

1)  Existing Residential Development (M-H) 
 Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Work with landowners, developers and Cities to incorporate additional 
stormwater management practices where feasible.  Where public/private 
improvements are planned, look for opportunities to increase effectiveness of 
stormwater management. 

Landowners, 
MCWD, Cities, 
Developers, Met 
Council 

 I 

Convert impervious areas, lawns, etc. to permeable infiltration swales and 
trenches, rain gardens, vegetated swales and buffers and street sweeping, 
detention ponds, and erosion control.  

MCWD, Cities, HCD  I 

Increase frequency of “housekeeping measures” practices including street 
sweeping, catch basin cleaning and detention pond maintenance.  

Cities, Developers   ST 

Create Lakeshore Development BMP manual for redevelopment and 
remodeling of lakeshore property.  

DNR, HCD, MCWD, 
LMCD 

I  

 

2)  Emerging Residential Development (M) 
 Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Work with developers to integrate additional stormwater BMP’s where possible. MCWD, Cities, 
Developers 

ST 

 Low Impact Development approaches MCWD, Cities I 
Met Council’s “Urban Small Sites BMPs Manual” MCWD, Cities, Met 

Council 
I 
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3)  Pre-development Residential Areas (M-H) 
 Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Educate landowners on retrofitting existing development to achieve pollutant 
load reduction and stormwater rate and volume control goals.  Education should 
include demonstration sites on such practices as infiltration, rain gardens, 
vegetated swales and lake, stream and wetland buffers. 

Cities, MCWD, UM-
Ext, HCD 

I 

Create BMP Manual targeted to new/re-development of residential lots in 
Shoreland Districts.  This manual would be targeted to situation where single 
family/small multifamily development occurs on single lots.  Need to 
emphasize strategies for getting information to builders/homeowners. 

MCWD, U of M 
Extension, DNR, 
Cities 

ST 

Increase frequency of street sweeping, stormwater facility maintenance and 
other activities that maximize effectiveness of existing stormwater 
infrastructure. 

Cities, 
Hennepin/Carver, 
County, Mn/DOT, 
MCWD 

ST 

Redevelopment – where redevelopment is planned, incorporate structural and 
nonstructural BMPs into the redevelopment planning process.  Examples 
include stormwater ponding, curb/gutter removal, vegetated swales, infiltration 
and rain gardens. 

MCWD, Cities, Met 
Council 

I 

Develop stormwater standards and regulations to achieve water resource goals. MCWD, Cities I 
Develop educational brochures for lakeshore property owners that provide 
information on how to minimize stormwater runoff and improve lake water 
quality. 

MCWD, Lake 
Assoc., DNR 

ST 
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4)  Existing Commercial Development (L-M) 
 Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Low Impact Development approaches MCWD, Cities As opportunities 
develop 

Stormwater manual for parking areas MCWD, Cities LT 
Permeable pavement MCWD, Cities LT 
Snow storage MCWD, Cities, 

MPCA 
LT 

Center island retention/infiltration MCWD, Cities LT 
Maximize green space MCWD, Cities LT 

 

5)  Imperviousness (M-H) 
 Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Low Impact Development approaches MCWD, Cities, Met 
Council, Developers 

LT 

Buffers on new construction MCWD, Cities, 
Developers 

LT 

Education MCWD, Cities, 
HCD, UM Extension 

I 

Infiltration Management MCWD, Cities LT 
Retention Ponds MCWD, Cities I 
 Develop stormwater management guidelines for parking lots and other 
extensive hard surface areas. 

MCWD, Cities I 

Minimize lawn areas – maximize native vegetation MCWD, Cities LT 
Minimize parking areas by constructing ramps, or limiting parking spaces to 
only that needed during normal conditions. 

MCWD, Cities LT 
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6) Erosion and Sedimentation from steep slopes (M) 
 Suggested Management Approach Who When 

1)  Erosion control BMPs:  i.e., contour farming, minimize tillage, CRP, RIM MCWD, Cities I;ST 
2)  Education MCWD, Cities I:LT 
3)  Farm Management Plan HCD, NRCS, 

Carver/Hennepin 
SWCD 

Ongoing 

4)  Conservation Reserve Program/Other Farm Programs HCD, NRCS Ongoing 
 

7)  Phosphorus Fertilizer     
 Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Education MCWD, Cities I;LT 
Reduce use of phosphorus MCWD, Cities ST 
Farm management plan MCWD, Cities ST 
Provide technical and financial resources MCWD, Cities I;LT 

 

8)  Uncertainty over location and condition of tile drains and drainage ditches 
 Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Complete tile inventory MCWD, Cities LT 
 ID tiles which can be disabled and perform evaluation of problem MCWD, Cities LT 
Education MCWD, Cities I;LT 

 
9)  Feedlots and Horse Farms 

 Suggested Management Approach Who When 

 Enforce state standards MCWD, Cities, 
MPCA 

I 

Feedlot BMPs MCWD, Cities, UM-
Extension 

I 
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10)  Halsteds Bay 

 Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Six Mile Creek and Halseds drainage phosphorus reduction MCWD, Cities I 
Internal loadings study MCWD, Cities I 
Determine phosphorus allocation based on a 60 µg/L total phosphorus goal MCWD, Cities ST 

 

11)  Mud Lake 
 Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Manage as wildlife lake MCWD, Cities ST 
Limit phosphorus loading to lake MCWD, Cities ST 
Monitor lake MCWD, Cities ST 

 

12)  Geese on public beaches 
 Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Eradication (i.e., egg destruction, geese removal, tall vegetation) MCWD, Cities I 
 

13)  Erosion on lakes that allow excessive watercraft use 
 Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Set speed and wake limits  LMCD, County I 
Limited watercraft use  LMCD, County I 
Enforcement of existing laws  LMCD, County I 
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14)  Degradation of wetlands from urban development and agriculture 
 Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Buffers MCWD, Cities ST 
Public education on functions and values of wetlands MCWD, Cities, DNR I 
Control of invasive species MCWD, Cities, DNR LT 
Development BMP guidance manual MCWD, Cities, County ST 

 

15)  Loss of wetlands from drainage/filling   
 Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Enforcement of existing regulations MCWD, Cities I 
 

16)  Wetland role in phosphorus source versus sink 
 Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Conduct wetland study MCWD, Cities, DNR I 
Routine monitoring of wetlands MCWD, Cities, DNR I 

 

17)  Ravine erosion sites   
 Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Rate control Mn/DOT, 
Cities/County, MCWD 

ST 

Stabilize ravine Mn/DOT, 
Cities/County, MCWD 

LT 

Vegetation management Mn/DOT, 
Cities/County, MCWD 

LT 
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18)  Road Flooding 
 Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Reconstruct and raise road Mn/DOT, 
Cities/County, MCWD 

LT 

Remove or flood-proof structures Mn/DOT, 
Cities/County, MCWD 

ST 

Limit stormwater volume rates on new development to avoid increase in flood 
levels. 

Mn/DOT, 
Cities/County, MCWD 

ST 

 

19)  Junkyard-concerns over dumping in wetlands 
 Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Close and clean all noncompliant sites MCWD, Cities ST 
Have sites tested by MPCA for compliance MCWD, Cities I 
Education MCWD, Cities I 
Provide alternatives MCWD, Cities ST 

       

20)  Polluted sites - General 
 Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Test and remove if noncompliant or if noncompliant, bring into compliance MCWD, Cities ST 
 

21)  Bur Oak and Red Oak Golf Courses   
 Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Education MCWD, Cities I 
Monitoring MCWD, Cities ST 
Golf course BMP manual MCWD, Cities I 
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22)  Lawn Fertilizers   
 Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Education MCWD, Cities I 
Phosphorus free fertilizer legislation MCWD, Cities ST 

 

23)  Six Mile Creek Dredging   
 Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Limit dredging MCWD, Cities I 
Determine impacts of dredging and require mitigation MCWD, Cities I 

 

24)  Wellhead protection program/groundwater management   
 Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Process is in place to implement MCWD, Cities I 
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I.  Regional Team 9 – Independence, Maple Plain 
 
 

Regional Team 9 is located in the north-western portion of the Watershed District and includes a 

portion of the Painter Creek watershed (Figure III.A-1 in A. Description of Process).  The Team 

met eight times from August 2001 to June 2002 at the Independence City Hall. 

 

Even though RT9 covers only a portion of the Painter Creek watershed, many of its 

recommendations address the entire watershed, as well as Jennings Bay.  Discussing the RT9 

portion outside of a whole watershed context would otherwise create a disconnect to total 

watershed management.   The RT was not constrained by its team boundaries in discussing 

issues on Painter Creek. 

 

The membership of RT9 consists of the following members: 

• Lyle Brandt, Maple Plain 

• Mario Crespo, Independence 

• Donna Crespo, Independence 

• Bob Hamilton, Independence 

• Marvin Johnson, Independence 

• Bruce Larson, Maple Plain 

• J.R. Lehman, Independence 

• Paul Nelson, Independence 

• Mark Newcomb, Independence 

• Laura Robinson, Independence 

• Bob Volkenant, Independence 

 

The Team was facilitated by Diane Lynch of Lynch Associates, and technical environmental 

input was provided by various members of Emmons and Olivier Resources (EOR), including 

Christa Bren, Pat Conrad, Tony DeMars, Gary Oberts, Cecilio Olivier and Andrea Plevan. 
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Following the identification of issues and concerns, RT members were asked to prioritize the 

issue as a high, medium, or low priority.  Criteria for selection of priorities included: 

• Public access 

• Visibility of the problem 

• Number of users affected 

• Ability to make a differenc 

• Impact downstream 

• Cost 

• Ease of remedy 

 

RT9 ranked seven of the issues/concerns as high priority, with another four as medium and the 

remainder either low priority or unable to determine because of lack of information.  The high 

priority, and to a somewhat lesser extent, the medium priority issues, form the basis for 

recommended management steps later in the process. 

 
Figure III.I-1 identifies the location of the issues and concerns initially raised by RT9.
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Key to Figure III.I-1 locations: 

1) Ingerson Road localized flooding over road and single driveway 

2) Burl Oaks Golf Course – general concern over runoff from course 

3) Marv Johnson’s cattle pasture – pasture extends all the way from Highway 6 through 

Painter Marsh to Highway 110; ~100 cattle; no fencing to keep out of water but a lot of 

acreage; no idea of whether cattle go into water 

4) Location of old WWTP; flow due east into Katrina via ditch under Highway 12 

5) New housing around golf course; introduction of residential level runoff (ex. fertilizer, 

const.) 

6) Ditch through Bob Volkenant’s land getting deeper and experiencing some erosion from 

Maple Plain runoff; velocities increasing 

7) Two locations on map; Bob Volkenant could not remember which one, but one of the two 

is blocked and not open to flow 

8) Ditch flowing out of developed Maple Plain; storm sewer changes to ditch flow right at 

location of green dot; drains about half of SE city 

9) Other ditch draining developed SE corner of Maple Plain; source of problem for Bob V.’s 

ditch in item #6 

10) Apartments (Bryantwood Apts. ?) where ditch begins; a lot of impervious surface, but not 

cause of all runoff, just most visible 

11)  Site of potential detention, wetland restoration/storage identified by Tony; old potato 

farm 

12)  Location where flow from two ditches draining Maple Plain come together; another 

possible BMP site 

13) Carp plentiful in Painter Marsh 

14) Preserve the quality of Lake Katrina 

 

Also transferred were a series of dots from the aerial photo to the above map showing four 

locations of horse farms.  There are no details on them.  Two locations are noted because of their 

close proximity to ditches; the furthest one to the west has one un-verified estimate from an RT 

member of about 100 horses on about 40 acres, but another member doubts this number. 
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The Team arrived at several major conclusions that it wants to stress for Watershed District 

consideration: 

 

1) The uncertainty over wetland use, former wastewater discharges and phosphorus 

retention role of wetlands needs to be cleared-up prior to any major capital improvements 

being made that could route water through a wetland 

2) There are some opportunities that present themselves that should be pursued, including 

control of carp, preservation of open space, and use of a “natural systems” approach for 

treating water 

3) There are some immediate problems that should be addressed before they get worse, 

including the runoff from Maple Plain and the erosion problems it is causing to the south 

and the pollution inflow from the City to Katrina Lake to the east 

4) Future growth in the watershed will vary from low- to medium-density, so 

“development” best management practices (BMPs) guidance for new development 

should be developed that focuses on the anticipated types of growth contained in local 

comprehensive plans; additional BMP guidance should be provided for horse owner and 

home owner education. 

 

Additional items are noted in Table III.I-1. 

 

The following sets of tables detail the information regarding the issues and concerns that were 

discussed throughout the regional team meeting process.  Table III.I-1 lists the aggregated issues 

and concerns identified by the Team and consultants, the priority placed by the Team members 

on the issue, and the desired goal they would like to see in the future.  Table III.I-2 lists the 

management approaches identified by RT 9 for each issue and concern.
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Table III.I-1 
RT 9 List of Issues/Concerns, Priorities, Future Desired Outcomes, and Goals 

Issue/Concern* Priority Future Outcome Goal 

1) Preservation of Katrina Lake, 
management of Baker Park Reserve 
relative to its impact on Katrina 

M Preserve the present quality Keep in-lake summer average TP in 85-90 ppb range 

2) Data gaps; need better data to 
make good decisions  

H Able to make recommendations 
based on best science 

Good decisions 

3) Jennings Bay water quality  M Improve the quality of the lake Improve average summer TP in 60-70 ppb range 
4) Maple Plain urban runoff into 
ditches along 83 and 19, and into 
Katrina Lake 

H Improved runoff conditions Same as outcome 

5) Localized flooding and blocked 
culverts 

M Improve condition Same as outcome 

6) Ditch erosion and maintenance  M Improve condition Same as outcome 
7) Use of wetlands in overall 
watershed runoff management; data 
gaps prevent immediate action 

H – depends 
upon 
feasibility 

Develop information to identify 
which ones and how to be better 
used; get better data 

Better, more informed use of wetlands 

8) Horse waste management; data 
gaps exist on the impact of this 

M Need to better define the impact 
of horses to the watershed 

People are educated about the issues and remedies 

9) Runoff management from new 
residential development 

H - High 
density 
L – Low 
density 

Impacts from both types of 
development are controlled 

None stated 

10) Runoff management from golf 
courses; data gaps on the impact of 
this 

No priority 
can be 
established 
until 
additional 
data available 

Identify the extent of the problem, 
then address it 

None stated 

11) Need better data for wetland 
functions, stream water quality, 

H More information Better decisions 
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Issue/Concern* Priority Future Outcome Goal 
sediment, Katrina Lake 
12) Cattle management and access to 
creek 

L Maintain status quo; population 
dropping and access limited 

Maintain status quo 

13) Carp eradication  H Zero carp Zero carp 
14) Maple Plain city well protection 
– later dropped from discussion 
because of the lack of information on 
the issue 

? Issue raised in survey but no 
discussion 

None 

15) Agricultural (crop) runoff L Maintain; agricultural acreage  is 
dropping as watershed urbanizes 

Maintain 

16) Pollution left over from the old 
Maple Plain WWTP 

No data 
available to 
set priority 

Need to determine nature of 
problem 

Manage problems if they occur 

17) Need to preserve open space H Maintain open space Maintain open space 
18) Goose waste M Reduce waste by reducing the 

number of geese in the sub-
watershed 

Reduced nutrient input 
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Table III.I-2 
Management Approaches Identified by RT9 

Priorities in parentheses: H = High, M = Medium, L = Low.   
Under the “When” column: Immediate = <1 year; ST = 1-5 years; LT = >5 years. 

 
1) Eliminate data gaps (H) 

Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Identify gaps that present greatest need and prioritize based on need; specific needs noted 
include: 

Curly leaf pondweed location 
Wetland function 
Phosphorus in soil survey and its relationship to former WWTP output 
History of ditching and its impact of water movement from plant to Jennings Bay 

MCWD 
DNR 
Hennepin Parks 

Immediate, before 
any remedial actions 
implemented that 
involve wetlands 

Propose data collection program elements for MCWD RT input to MCWD Immediate while new 
program being 
formulated 

Propose data collection program for others Input to other agencies As needed 
 

2)  Runoff management from Maple Plain (H) 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Work with city to reduce volume of runoff generated within the city through BMP program MCWD 
City of Maple Plain 

ST 

Install volume and/or rate reduction controls before runoff enters ditches draining to 83, 19 and 
Katrina; at same time, focus efforts downstream closer to Painter Creek (link to later issue) 

MCWD 
City of Maple Plain 
County 

ST 

Look for opportunities in conjunction with County and City road projects MCWD 
City of Maple Plain 
County 

ST 
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3)  Restore function and value of wetlands in runoff management role (H) 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Collect the data needed to make decisions on the role of wetlands in the basin and do so prior to 
any action that involves wetlands 

MCWD Immediate; one of 
very first things done 

Use wetland inventory data to identify the potential role that each wetland could play in overall 
basin management; make use of HCD function and values assessment; develop design 
parameters; review history of wetland alterations 

MCWD 
HCD 

Immediate 

Define the role that wetlands play in a corridor/conservation easement program and explore 
design concepts 

MCWD 
Landowners 
City (comp plans) 

ST > LT 

Monitor a prototype wetland treatment installation to document the phosphorus treatment 
effectiveness of “typical” wetland systems 

MCWD As fit into above 
assessment; requires 
monitoring 
commitment over 
several years 

 

 

4) Runoff management from medium-density residential development (H) (see also #11 for low-density) 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Adopt set of “development” BMPs for new construction focusing on reduced runoff 
  

MCWD 
Cities 

LT 

WD work with local surface water management plan implementation standards to get more 
compatibility 

MCWD 
Cities 

ST > LT 
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5) Carp eradication (H) 

Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Install adjustable fish gate at mouth of stream 
 

MCWD 
DNR 

Immediate; first step 
in control program 

Identify where in the basin the carp are concentrated 
 

MCWD  
DNR 

Immediate 

Monitor carp elimination during at least one winter to document winter-kill and determine 
extent of further eradication needs 

MCWD 
DNR 
Hennepin Parks 

Immediate 

Undertake physical (netting) or chemical removal of remaining population as warranted MCWD 
DNR 
Hennepin Parks 

Undertake as needed 
based on previous 
steps 

 

6) Preserve open space (H) 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Identify the multiple benefits of open space preservation for water quality protection, and define 
the threats to loss of open space that could thusly impact water quality 

MCWD 
HCD 
County 
UM Extension 

ST 

Establish priorities for acquisition (purchase, easement, other) based on wetland values        “  “ ST 
Identify means for incorporating open space into watershed management program (ex. 
easements, purchase development rights) 

       “  “ ST 

Participate in existing UM Extension program in cooperation with Independence MCWD 
Cities 

Immediate 
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7)  Tributary ditch maintenance, channel hydrologic function (M) 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Identify specific locations where impact occurs  County 
HCD 
MCWD 

Immediate 

Propose reach-by-reach remedial steps       “   “ ST 
Examine vegetative versus structural solutions to bank/bed stabilization (bio-engineering, 
riprap, check dams, etc. preferences?) 

      “   “ ST 

Settle out eroded material at bottom of slope       “   “ ST 
Address problems at head of ditch inflow (Maple Plain) – do nothing County 

HCD 
MCWD 
Maple Plain 

ST > LT 
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8)  Management of horse waste (M) 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Identify the number of horses in the basin, where they are located, and the extent of impact; 
work with neighboring communities and other efforts within Independence 

HCD 
MCWD 
Independence 
UM Extension 
Horse owners 

ST 

Work with cities, HCD, UM Extension and owners groups on education program Cities 
HCD 
UM Extension 
MCWD 
Horse owners 

Immediate 

Work with UM Extension and other interested parties on organizing waste collection program Waste haulers 
UM Extension 
HCD 

ST 

Use existing and possible new cost-share program for BMPs (including fencing) if area 
identified with a problem 

MCWD 
HCD 
UM Extension 

ST 
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9)  Improve Jennings Bay (M) 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Reduce Painter Creek P loads by 25%  MCWD ST > LT 
Reduce internal load by 70% (in-lake treatment) if data show that this approach is likely to 
succeed 

MCWD 
MPCA 

LT 

Consider an alum injection system to inflow at mouth of Creek only if adequate data are 
collected to show that this a viable, cost-effective solution 

MCWD 
MPCA 

LT 

Control boat traffic on Bay LMCD LT 
Minimize carp (link to previous management recommendation)   
Rely on expert panel and data collected in response to its recommendations MCWD LT 
 

 

10)  Preservation of Katrina Lake (M) 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Collect better data prior to undertaking management MCWD 
Hennepin Parks 

Immediate 

Control runoff from Maple Plain Maple Plain 
MCWD 

ST 

Work with Park District on Baker Park land management Hennepin Parks 
MCWD 

ST 

Consider in-lake treatment after study of sediment only if data indicate this would be a viable, 
cost-effective solution 

MCWD ST 

Carp eradication (link to previous management recommendation)   
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11)  Low and questionable priority items 
Suggested Management Approach Who When 

Localized flooding – identify any problems that might be present and the public threat 
associated with them; work with cities to control runoff; link to previous recommendation on 
runoff control from Maple Plain 

Maple Plain 
MCWD (permits) 
County 

ST 

Manage runoff from new low-density residential areas – adopt suite of BMPs for low-density 
level of management; education of developers and homeowners (see also item #4 for medium-
density residential) 

Cities 
MCWD 
HCD 

Immediate > LT 

Document existence and extent of golf course runoff MCWD 
Hennepin Parks 

ST 

Document existence and extent of animal access to water bodies, and need for attention MCWD 
HCD 

LT 

Manage runoff from crop land MCWD LT 
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